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A pri is the traditional sally season for magazine editors - the chance to call the readers some outrageous whopper that has a ring of truth about it. I'm not going to do that at all. White Dwarf readers are more than bright enough to spot such an obvious lie and ignore it.

So, I won't bother telling you that many of WD's staff are pirates (despite the fact that I can prove it), that certain major games companies are fronting for the CIA and that the KGB (or 'meanest in itself') or that the entire gaming content of the magazine is going to be replaced by pictures of enem...

And just what did you think I was going to say?

You'd simply never believe any of that. Not in the April issue.

But perhaps you might believe that this issue sees the start of a wonderful new aesthetic page of new typographical arrows - such as letters being swappad around. Count them up, and if this total is the same as the issue number of the cover of your copy of White Dwarf, you could win this month's surprise star prize! Just to make the competition really exciting, each individual copy of White Dwarf will have a different number of mistak

Better then a silly Bingo agme, ain't it?

And there's your first free typo! Everybody gets that one, though... Now all we need is somebody really delightful, attractive and charismatic to give away the prize.

Mike Brunton
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the game, on your own, of course, because this is a solo boardgame.

The 'other player' in the game is the game system itself, but rather than use the read-through-paragraph-go-to-paragraph system of Fighting Fantasy, Chainsaw Warrior uses cards to represent the opponents you must defeat.

The 168 Tolsman-sized cards are the meat of the game. The 'House' cards cover the building as you explore it, and the to-habits - zombies, mutants and other assorted nasties - that you can meet. The back of each House card tells you what you can see - a corridor, room, balcony etc and gives some sort of clue to what you might meet. Darkness, for example, the extra-dimensional New York-threatening being and chief baddy, is always in a room. The front of each card tells you what each location really contains. This could be nothing, some zombies, the Meat Machine (don't ask) or Darkness itself. There are also 'Wandering Zombie' cards to add spice to empty rooms. The Equipment cards are the devices and weapons you can carry into the house, the McDonnell Blaster, first aid kit, the eponymous chainsaw or whatever. The cards are attractive and functional - definitely among the best at capturing a 'feel' for a game subject, with a gritty, hi-tech look. The board also captures the same feel - and has the advantage that all the rules that you need to reference during play are on the board and the cards.

With all that lot, you take the part of the Chainsaw Warrior. With randomly generated personal statistics and a mix of equipment, you have to go into the house and do unto others before they do you. And there are a lot of others waiting to do you. Choosing the right balance of equipment is one of the more important decisions of the game. You are given a Laser Lance to defeat Darkness, and might get an Implosion Wastecat to do the same job in a more suicidal fashion.

Chainsaw Warrior is a race against time. Each turn - and especially combat - eats away at the 60 game minutes you have for your task. Each turn has plenty of options for action, with encounters, traps and assorted forms of mayhem, but the clock is always running. Take too long and Darkness wins by default.

The game has a number of strengths. It's a solo game, which unusually for a boardgame, takes less 'real time' to play than 'game time.' With games that can take almost an hour for a turn that represents only seconds this is a pleasant change. Chainsaw Warrior is a game with a lot of decisions for the player - tactical decisions from turn to turn and longer range strategic choices that have to be made. The card based system gives a game that varies every time it's played. I found myself 'having another go' all through the development process - despite the fact that I kept losing!

Ultimately, Chainsaw Warrior is an easy game to play - and a difficult game to win. Above all, it's a lot of fun!

Jervis Johnson

Solo Boardgame Games Workshop £12.95

An incredibly powerful extra-dimensional being has taken over an old building in New York and is threatening the whole city. Crack units have tried to stop the creature, and have been wiped out to a man. Now all that's left to save the Big Apple is the meanest and toughest Special Forces operative of all time. The Chainsaw Warrior You.

All this is explained in a 8 page strip by Marc Gascogne and drawn by Brett Ewins, which sets the scene for Chainsaw Warrior (the game) in a very visual and entertaining way. After that, all you need to do is play

THE GREY KNIGHT
Pendragon Adventure
Chaosium - £5.95

H2 THE MINES OF BLOODSTONE
AD&D Adventure
TSR £5.95
Erm. Hang on a minute, but how do you review a novel column? The answer is, of course, that you don’t. You look at the policy and attitudes behind Open Box, what makes the column the way it is, who gets to review games and whether they say about the games they review. Take Games Workshop products, for instance. They get good reviews in White Dwarf. So do other company’s games. There is, however, always the nagging doubt in some suspicious minds that WD’s reviewers might be biased when it comes to Games Workshop games.


This is going to come as a terrible disappointment to some people but, yes, it’s true. We are biased. In favour of quality.

Which may not sound like it has anything to do with why GW’s games get good reviews, but hold on for a moment. Most of the people involved in White Dwarf are involved in games production for Games Workshop. This makes us less objective when we review Games Workshop games — after all, we’ve probably worked on them ourselves, or share an office with the designer, writer or developer. ‘OK,’ you cry, ‘this just proves that you’re saying nice things ‘cos it’s all your own work’. This is partly true, we’ll admit that much.

However, that misses the most important point about why we include reviews of GW games — or even produce them in the first place. We wouldn’t be making games if we didn’t think they were worthwhile. By definition, if GW publish a game or an adventure, or produce a figure (or three), it’s because we think it’s a good quality item.

The bias towards quality is inherent in what we do. Nobody likes to think that they are wasting their time producing something that is less than good. It’s impossible to be objective under those circumstances.

So we are going to stop printing traditional reviews of GW products. The question of whether the game is good or bad doesn’t enter into the fact that it is mentioned in Open Box. The fact that the game is available means we think it’s good. Read the ‘reviews’ in OB though. They will explain why we think it’s good, and what makes the game worthwhile.

Other company’s products are still going to be reviewed, of course. But we’ll still be biased.

Biased in favour of quality.

Mike Brunton

---

I’ve admitted several times now that I think Pendragon is my favourite roleplaying game. It’s time for a confession. Until recently, I was not sure that in the year or so since I started playing the Arthurian roleplaying game that I had been confident that I was playing the game in the way in which it was intended. Until now, I believed that the band of people I interact with and I have been having a great time, changing the Grail, jousting, feasting, jousting, boasting of our jousting... Still, we thought, wouldn’t it be nice to know that we were properly in the spirit of things, and that our version of Pendragon was something like what Chaosium had intended.

In short, wouldn’t it be nice if there were a published adventure?

And now there is. The Grey Knight is the first adventure supplement for Pendragon and shows more than anything that this game is different from all the rest. This isn’t going to be an over-the-top rave review, but I do think The Grey Knight is an excellent roleplaying adventure. The balance between cameos roleplaying, action encounters and playability is exactly right. The Grey Knight of the tule rolls up at King Arthur’s Easter tourney in the company of The Lady In Black. She challenges Arthur to name a champion who is to fight the Grey Knight over the matter of the May Ballads — an impression in which Arthur is supposed to have caused the death of all children born in one year on May Day, in an attempt to stave off an ill prophecy. No, it’s not a job for the player characters, since Gawain takes up the gauntlet. The PCs’ job is to find one of the Twelve Treasures of Britain, a whetstone which will help Gawain achieve his task.

They will journey to the Wastelands, and a mysterious Abbe, and then onto other perilsome adventures in search of the magical stone. They have six weeks to complete their allotted task. By my reckoning this cannot help but be a close run thing, but success and failure in Pendragon are not measured in the same fashion as your AD&D type game. For once, getting your hands on the magical goodies might actually not be such a good thing.

The key to any Pendragon adventure is the roleplaying, since the code of chivalry and the way character is defined by the rules of the game makes it impossible to succeed as the normal selfish oaf with a broadsword. Also, if you thought you could just roll the dice in the change in pace, once you’ve tried the game you couldn’t play this game with the same minute-by-minute intensity of most fantasy roleplaying games, those moments when the players are relaxing between fights, acting in character, are not just the finer points of the game, they are the game.

Pendragos is a very different game, and this is a very different kind of adventure. The plot might seem very linear in some way, but then a properly chivalrous, honourable knight hasn’t actually got that many choices to make. The generous notes in the margin make running the adventure fairly easy, although they might appear to diminish the value of the book. I think a clearer summary of the adventure for the GM would have been of more use. The few props are useful, and the artwork captures the romantic atmosphere.

The Grey Knight is the most useful addition to Pendragon so far, and helps set the tone for the game. A full campaign book with many more such adventures for a developing group of characters would be an even greater asset. As soon as the campaign aspects of the game are sorted out, I don’t doubt that Pendragon will be the game I play to the exception of most others, and this small book is going to keep me going for quite a while, just for starters.

Paul Cockburn

---

Sturt off with a small, time-wasting set of village encounters. Send the PCs off in some inclement weather into a Big Valley, use this as setting for some time-wasting encounters, and then get ‘em into the Mines of Bloodstone for the real adventure. Bring out the AD&D Battletome for the coast of thousands duergar vs. swirfbel Nielsen splatterfest and populate other cavern locations with lots of monsters (50 carrion crawlers in one place, for example). The battle over, send the PCs into the demonic temple of the duergar, which is simply a super-killer zoo dungeon. Presto! That’s how you write an AD&D adventure for PCs of levels 16-18.

This is just a gross dungeon bash. There is a big chunk missing (along with AC-5, 300hp, and a wish requirement to kill) but in case that’s not impressive enough there’s a new monster with AC-10, 80 hit dice, that does 2043 damage per hit! Wow! Other locations feature 50 shadows, 20 roper and 30 piers of the largest size, a beholder, a pair of huge old red dragons a well-stocked zoo Thrill as your PCs take on 910 hit dice of undead in one chamber (including 70 energy draining monsters)! Gasp as you realise that this isn’t even the climax of the adventure! Gasp again when the GM tells you that you can’t even turn Undead in here!

The treasure haul is equally gross. One treasure contains just under 80,000 gold pieces equivalent, including five million in easily carried gems. Magical treasure is sprawled about like confetti.

Infuriatingly, this module never tries to get to grips with the real problems of play at this level — how should the trinkets and spells be handled? List them under the GM, and especialy use special. Let’s face it, any goon cleric or wizard with a library or Oros on this scale is going to call in the deva-planar-solar squad and quite right too. What’s a GM to do? Further, as scripted, the adventure assumes the PCs attack the temple while the swirfbel deal with the duergar. No way. You need the back-up of crack kamikaze gnomes to have any chance at all in there. It is obviously bad tactics to attack two sets of enemies simultaneously (dividing your forces) if you can take them on sequentially. But the script doesn’t cover the latter option, it is just assumed that the PCs will go along with the suggestion of the swirfbel and rush off to a swift death in the zoo.

I’ve given away a lot of the module detail (though not the climax, that’s ultra-secret). Strong criticism requires justification in detail. This effort is the best argument I’ve ever seen for returning high-level AD&D characters. Quite appalling.

John Saunders
MA2 AVENGERS COAST TO COAST
Marvel Super Heroes supplement
TSR £7.50

As expected, TSR have taken the arrival of Advanced Marvel Super Heroes as a reason to issue new game statistics for the vast number of Marvel characters in the original rules. About the only thing that can be said in their favour is that they've done a much better job of it second time around.

Avengers Coast to Coast is, as you might expect, a source book for players wishing to run characters from the Avengers super team. Unfortunately this is the American comic Avengers, not the British TV series. There's no Diana Rigg or Joanna Lumley in this.

For those who don't know, the Avengers are a group of extremely official law-enforcement agency. This gives rise to the most interesting parts of the book - the sections which deal with the Avengers' Charter and the group's relationship with the US Government. It also provides the excuse for the adventure, namely that the Avengers decide to franchise their operations and invite other heroes (the players) to apply for the position.

These sections, together with the superb plans of the Avengers' bases, transport and equipment, provide the basis for starting an Advanced MSH campaign based around a super-hero group. However, it comprises only about half the book. The rest of it is taken up with vast numbers of descriptions of Marvel characters, many of whom have already been described in at least one of the various original Marvel Super Heroes products.

Pete Tannyn

LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES
DC Heroes Supplement
Mayfair Games £6.95

PAWNS OF TIME
AN ELEMENT OF DANGER
DON'T ASK
DC Heroes Adventures
Mayfair Games £4.95 each

Here we go again, another giantuffy bag is thrust into my arms by an angry postman and bursts asunder scattering dirty grey padding and DC Heroes adventure modules all over the lounge floor. Mayfair produce material for this game at such a rate that you'd think the company had a pathological hatred of trees. Alternatively, given the highly variable quality of their offerings, perhaps they are working on the infinite-number-of-monkeys-with-typewriters principle. The latest batch of releases is typically mixed.

We'll get the Legion of Super-Heroes out of the way first. Yes, it's another monster manual, page upon page of characters out of DC Comics reduced to game statistics and brief biography. It's fascinating for comics experts, a must for fans of the characters featured, and a big yawn for the reviewer. The heroes in this particular offering are a confederation of teenage super beings from the far future. Being DC characters many of them have remarkably silly names: Matter-Eater Lad, Lightning Lass, Magnetic Kid, Sensor Girl, Yowl!

But this lot may prove to be useful background because one of the other packages I've got is the first episode of a four part adventure featuring characters from the Legion. Pawns of Time is one of those annoying adventures which relies upon a central deception, thus forcing the reviewer to say nothing whatever about the plot lest he give the game away. Mind you, any player worth his salt should be able to work out most of what's going on from the title.

Events are pretty linear, and the adventure also relies on the heroes losing the first two major encounters. It achieves this thanks to DC Heroes' wonderful 'bashing combat' rules. In essence these mean that you fight until one side is all dead. The winners then go away and the losers wake up three hours later with striking headaches, just like in the comics. As the only significant changes in the final encounter are that the players have surprise on their side and the bad guys have lots of new allies and I am a little dubious about the balance of this adventure.

Pawns of Time is not a bad adventure, but neither is it a particularly good one. The main thing it has going for it is that the players never get to find out who was really behind what was happening and will therefore be keen to play the next part. Even so, I think I'd wait for all four parts to appear before buying.

An Element of Danger seemed initially to be more promising. Although it features one of DC's dullest looking characters, Firestorm, the man with a small nuclear fireball instead of hair, it is written by Steve Perrin, ex of Chaosium and co-designer of RuneQuest. Sadly, it is rather dull. I have a suspicion that Steve hacked this one out in a couple of days. It is uninteresting, unexciting and has a Deus Ex Machina ending which makes the whole thing a waste of time. Not recommended.

Which brings me to Don't Ask. But of course, you will, because few of you will have any idea who Ambush Bug is. Well, don't say you weren't warned.

Irwin Scwhab was abandoned by his parents at an early age and raised by a TV set. He got his powers when a spacefarin alien wardrobe mistook the accretion of his foster mother for a clothes hanger... He has no secret identity as he never removes his costume - he can't, the zip's stuck.

You don't have to play Ambush Bug himself. He just helps the players against the bad guy, thus making their task a million times more difficult.

The adventure is in the same zany vein as the Ambush Bug comic, and I'd very much like to recommend it because I found it hilarious. However, you need to be a comic fan (and a DC aficionado in particular) in order to understand many of the jokes. That gives the adventure a much more limited audience. The only major element of more interest to roleplayers is the running joke about how bad the DC Heroes gadgetry rules are. A wonderful adventure - shame it will appeal to so few people.

Pete Tannyn
Work in Progress

Life in Nottingham goes on as normal; crowds of innocent shoppers never suspect that behind the facade of a building on Low Pavement, things are happening.

Realm of Chaos is now being edited, and is scheduled for release in October. It’s come a long way since it was first talked about in 1983. Originally the fourth volume of the Warhammer Fantasy Battle rules, it is now planned as a hardback supplement for both Warhammer Fantasy Battle and Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay, with full coverage of five Chaos Gods, Chaos Warriors and Slaethers, Chaos armies and warbands, a Chaos Bestiary, and a much-expanded version of the Chaos Mutation Table which appeared in the first Citadel Compendium, boosted almost 150 Chaos mutations. That’s a lot of Chaos. It is also hoped to include some of the sample battles and adventures in the book. Our correspondent tried to interview Graeme Davis, who is writing on the final editing of the text, but was unable to make his knapsack heard above the screams, gibberings, squelchings and other, less easily described noises that drifted through the door of the rubber-lined office at GW.

Death on the Reik steams ahead, as do Rogue Trooper and Ravening Horde (aka Warhammer Army Lists), all mentioned in the last issue.

Block Mania, the second of GW’s Judge Dredd boardgames, is being playtested even as I write, and looks good so far. As it should be, said the author, Richard Halliwell’s previous credits include Rogue Trooper, as well as co-writing Warhammer Fantasy Battle and Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay.

Sumfink’s Goin’ On...

Two ‘finks’ this time round, so pay attention. There will be a short test later on.

First, an attempt on the World AD&D Continuous Play Record will be made, starting at high noon on Monday, April 13th. The record currently stands at 84 hours, and a group of avid gamers from Cornwall will be trying for three figures. 100 hours may not sound like much, but it works out at just over 4 days non-stop – wear your pennicules out just thinking about it, doesn’t it?

Proceeds go to Childline, so give it your support. Contact address is 19 Hope Hill, High Restheat, Camborne, Cornwall. If you want to have a go at this sort of thing you should contact Sally Meadows, TSR UK Limited, The Mill, Rathmore Road, Cambridge CB1 2AD for the marathon rules, conditions and other Guinnessy bits.

Second, Beccon 87 takes place on April 17th-20th at the Metropole Hotel, Burnham, as well as everything you would expect from the British Science Fiction Easter Convention, there will be a games room organised by one Marcus Rowland, who just happens to be a White Dwarf stalwart. Registration costs £12, made payable to BECCON at 191 The Heights, Northolt, Middx UB5 4BU. Registration has been open since Easter last year, so there may not be too many tickets left.

From Across the Water

Plenty of forthcoming attractions announced from the Thirteen Colonies. The dates given are for the US - UK dates are bound to be different.

West End Games have announced the Price of Freedom GM’s Pack along with Your Own Private Idaho, an adventure pack including helicopter and anti-aircraft rules. Also coming are Fire Team, a modern-day tactical wargame, Western Front Tank Leader, and Seared Stills, a Ghostbusters adventure set in the charming and picturesque town of Wrath, New England.

Chaosmatics are talking about a May release of the first of the Cthulhu Kits (no prizes for guessing the game involved). The Miskatonic Matriculation Kit includes a Student Handbook, Class Schedule, student ID card, library card, and other memorabilia from Lovecraft’s fictional seat of learning. To follow, we are told, will be the Investigator’s Kit, including a Scratch’n’smiff Monster Identification Card Skritt, skrit, hummin’, yucluh.

Also from Chaosmatics will be Terror Australis for CoC, which sounds a bit like Green and Pleasant Land with crooks on it hat (March), Shattered Isle and White Wolf for the Eternal Champion games (February and June respectively), and Tournament of Dreams for Pendragon (May).

The TSR ’87 catalogue has a few interesting bits and pieces; the trend for compilations of old modules looks set to continue throughout the year with SU-9, SU-1 and SU-3 all making reappearances in the softback book format of GDQ1-7. There’s a lot of new stuff, too, the D&D Gazetteer series details the lands of the D&D world, starting with The Grand Duchy of Karameikos, and Forgotten Realms, a new world-series a la Dragonlance is announced for AD&D (starting in June), while the Blackmoor D&D series marches on with DA3 City of the Gods (March) and DA4 The Duchy of Ten (June) The Book of Lairs II (April) will no doubt be exactly what it sounds like, as will II] Adventure Pack 1 (May). Two more (!) AD&D Hardbacks are also on the cards, the Manual of the Planes and Dragonlance Adventures. There’s plenty more to come - watch this space.

Zap-Pow Zoweece

Marvel Super Heroes gets MA3 The Ultimate Powers Book with 300 super-powers (not including Wear Lodatt skill, we hear), and MXI-1, a series of linked adventures (starting April) Mayfair Games have a lot of upcoming releases for DC Heroes - Night in Gotham, Legion of Super-Heroes Vol 2 (sourcebooks), HIVE, Rigged Results (Teen Titans Adventures), Knight to Planet 3 (Legion of Super-Heroes), and Who Watches the Watchmen? Some decent superheroic (a la Watchmen) is in the early stages of writing for WD.

Fancy a Quick Flash?

Lazer Tag is a new concept for TSR - a live-action game using lightguns, a Handbook and Tournament Book due in the Spring, also linked to the show, (bip?!) My mates at the Earl’s Court Toy Fair tell me it involves lots of running about and trying to make your opponent’s harness light up, and word is that the toy lasers are only slightly less expensive than real ones.
Your editor wrote to cheer me with the news that this month I'd be notchling up my fiftieth Critical Mass. I knew there had to be some explanation for my snow white hair. Grand Canyon-like wrinkles and other evidences of premature senility. "We're giving you a special one-off concession," Mr Brunn was on, and I braced myself to accept with due modesty the gift of a diamond-studded word processor or crate of champagne. "For your 50th issue, you're going to let you write twice as much!"

Colon Wilson, my favourite dotty philosopher, has likewise decided to spread himself around after 50 odd years of writing Spider World: The Tower (Grafton 359pp £10 95) opens a fat, futuristic SF trilogy in which humankind has been reduced to slavery outlaidly by giant balloon-borne 'death spiders', apparently mutated by radiation from a passing comet. Any SF fan can instantly imagine a scenario in which the young hero discovers arcane mental powers, finds himself the only person capable of keeping the spiders in check. Wilson's plot is exactly this one.

Bower opens with much ostentatious research work about deserts and creepy crawly, which in the great tradition of pulp SF ignores the sheer unworkability of giant insects (As explained in JBS Haldane's Possible Worlds - dated 1927). The best bits are those fought out by the low spiders. You might think here the dusty hat ripping yarn comes alive, only to try on such generalizations. The book is the only living creature that spends its life lying in wait, hoping that victims will walk into its trap. Would it be pedantic to observe that sea anemones do just the same - and that an ant lion was shown in full action only 8 pages previously? Readable, but irritating.

The Jacket by Chris Buss, looks odd as though a nasty spiderweb plus tons of现实 balloons have been added to an existing painting of desert city remarkably unlike Wilson's. Still...

I once irritated serious-minded critics by publishing a novel that cracked jokes about nothing. This is Not The Whole World Ends (Gollancz 359pp £10 85) goes further, a great deal further, into sort of manic Slaughterhouse Five treatment of nuclear apocolypse so completely over the top as to defy criticism. The horrifically described aftermath of a megaton strike fills a chapter whose bland title is 'In Which the Limitations of Civil Defense Are Explicated in a Manner Some Readers May Find Distressing'. With history and rationalization blown to atoms, the book moves on to fantasy as six survivors are seized to stand trial after the fashion of the Nuremberg hearings, for crimes against the future. The author then losses their track their way through post-apocalyptic horror, in a way you can take either as deeply bad taste or as an indication that minds incapable of the naked cruelty of nuclear war would beforehand do not better afterwards.

This is a harrowingly satirical book, whose man flaw lies in its treatment of the US. It turns out, as we are told, that America and Russian are attacking each other by accident but only Americans are prosecuted by the unborn, the evil Russians being prejudged as insane and unworthy of trial. The lack of a foundation for a scathing attack on the arms race.

Michael Scott Rohan's above-average 'war of the worlds' is unusual for avoiding the Black Lord/Frankenstein syndrome. His cold war is against the encroaching ice which threatens the remnant of civilization. Book 2, The Forge in the Forest (Macdonald 408pp £10 95), has the traditional middle-worlds scenario; an intense journey through nameless perils - parts of which I found myself skipping, only to enjoy the vivid highlights of battle, schism and one Wagneresque scene where the hero uses lightning to reforge an indestructible sword which proves to be reinforced with carbon fibre. It's a madgen scene less convincing when he (passes electropolishing and gets everything right first time), and above all the Power and geography of the inhospitable ice. Book 1, The Anvil of Ice, is now a paperback.

Ian Watson is a deeply untraditional author, Evil Water (Gollancz 200pp £10 95) is his fourth collection, comprising 10 stories of SF, fantasy, horror and pure Watsonism. This collection is a shade less substantial than previous ones, but still often high in intelligence. Some of Watson's more failed timegates, transatlantic sponsored swimming, Greenham Common allegories, and an enjoyably nasty sense of humour throughout.

But Watson's is an austere and reasoned masterpiece, without the lush sensuality and decadence of the month's most of a reprehensible reissue J K Huysmans' 1891 classic La Basse (Dedalus 287pp £6 95), also known in this country as Dowen there or Lower Depths. The book or anti-hero Durel is a thinly disguised Huysmans, indulging himself in exotic food and drink such as 'that alesme which makes the person taste it think he be in an Oriental pharmacy laboratory'. He's trying to achieve the same titillation for his mind by immersing himself in first historical and then contemporary 19th-century devil-warden - which, as Robert Irwin rightly notes in his introduction, 'should not be confused with the later fancied adventure fantasies of Dennis Wheatley'. Huysmans has given us real spirit-and-sawdust Satans! A ludicrous and influential book, containing that famous description of the Black Mass attended by Huysmans himself.

The Lives and Times of Jerry Cornelius (Grafton 185pp £2 50) is a more recent, aptly titled 1976 oblique, fragmented stories of the heretosassin who became a rallying point for the 1960s 'New Wave' theories of entropy and disintegration. A blurb "The conflicting time streams of the 20th century were mirrored in Jerry Cornelius' extract. 'Jerry hated needing a dead man, but it was necessary. He looked down at the twin-killed corpse of Romain, the first Nazi astronaut. 'An impostor lists Moorcock's favourite hates: Kingly, Amis, Lewir, JRR Tolkien. It's a curious thing, but all have 'subtly corroded the quality of English thinking'. A motto for the Cornelius tales' never apologist, never explain. A review? The above is all you get.

The Best SF of Isaac Asimov (Fruetn 320 pp £10 95) publishers seem to have unanimously decided that £10 95 is now the basic hardback price runs 28 stories, excluding mysteries, which are saved for a companion volume. Most of these have been recycled many times before. 'It's my busy and efficient publishers who more or less insist on it', notes Asimov. Some OK stuff here, but little that's unique.

And The Years of the City by Frederick Pohl (Nel 379pp £2 95), in which New York appears in five snapshots of an increasingly optimistic future. Classic Pohl by Robert Heinlein (Grafton 143 pp £2 50), the pioneering generation ship whose crew has forgotten its origin story, The Ice King by Michael Scott (Nel 252pp £2 50), exciting supernatural thriller of archaeology, computers, Nordic vampires, and Himmulwaten - but what a yucky cover, and The Universe Machine by John Wyndham (187pp £2 50), whose well-drawn hero tries like CS Forrester's The Peacemaker to use his marvellous gadget to end war - with similar success.

Finally, an uncollected plug for a book I've been enjoying in my spare time while presumably this long, long time. Thomas by Douglas Hofstadter (Penguin 852pp £9 95), a tidy, untyped collection of computer, art, mathematics, philosophy, jokes and above all graphs. Some is somewhat a little different from role-playing, try the self-referential game of Nomik described here - in which the rules can be changed by vote, and indeed every move consists of an attempt to change the rules.

By unanimous vote of your editor, we're now going to hurl the rules of one of the新房 and do a special Critical Mass supplement To boldly go where no review has gone before.

A Critical Alphabet

A as for Anthologies, an endangered species except when A also stands for Asimov (who lends his name to endless collections assembled by others). The public dislikes short stories. New novels have a slim chance, but critical acclaim from the best established authors send editors into screaming retreat.

B is for Barths, the stylistic postfall which awaits incalculable writings of high fantasy. Perhaps it's unfair to quote William Morris's 1897 The Water of theWonderful Isles, who, according to an old fable told by his wife, "swiped by a witch 'Nay, ye have been in all company, I will wear you not. though ye be goodly, at least not till ye have been fungered."

C stands for Critic, and bygone actor WC Macready summed it up 'I wish I were anything rather than an actor - except a critic, let me be unhappy rather than vile! A sentiment recently echoed by Pierson Anthony and Robert Heinlein.
D is for critical Doubts. Have I been too nice or nasty in reviews? Should I have been ruder to Gwyneth Jones's talented but reader-resistant Escape Plans? (See under E) Was I over-kind to Greg Bear's Eon thanks to its bold use of infonetics? (See under M) D is also Decisions, Decisions.

E for Endurance carries its own pitfalls. Friends are aghast at my ability to plough through semi-infinite blockbusters, but EM Forster adds a warning: 'One always tends to super-paste a long book because one has got through it.'

F is for footnotes, which owing in typefaces economies aren't fashionable. Jack Vance uses footnotes to nifty effect when setting up exotic backgrounds, but SF's most bizarre text node comes in the Aldiss Triton Year Spire, where to establish feminist credentials, collaborator David Wingrove spends 240 odd words boasting about the non-sectarianism of his common-law marriage. Very scientific fiction.

G indicates the Gerunds which since The Shining have become invariable signs of bad horror rules. The Shining, The Grilling, The Swearing. To hand in Tim Stout's The Shattering (Hodder 250p £2.50), whose blurb says 'It makes a man's blood boil - to slaughter point I would also do nicely for The Reviewing.

H is for Hugo Award. Be wary of this as a stamp of quality. It's voted by a minority of each year's World SF Convention members, and is thus (a) American-dominated, (b) heavily swayed by authors' personalities and fan involvement. However, my own Hugo was for sheer merit, cross my heart.

I is for Information Technology. Overrunning SF as writers imitate William Gibson's remarkable Neuromancer and Count Zoro Back in reality. Prentis's 'Eartldash' SF database is giving room to Dwarfish material (see *810941*) while hi-tech Dwarves itself encourages submissions on disk. Critical Mass retains its type-setting errors because WJ can't afford compatibility with any word processor costing more than.

J is for juvenile. As a marketing category also given the less patronizing name young adult SF which was once 'adult' can turn up with this label. A good thing if you're not too snobbish to read juveniles, because for unexplained reasons these editions are always cheaper.

K must be that strange genius Kafka, and the over-use of 'Kafkaesque' to describe any SF featuring surveillance, bureaucracy, helplessness or hangovers. Critic James Agate once devised a badge with the letters PK/ICB: 'Perpetual President Kafka is Balls Club.'

L is for Little Big by John Crowley, a tightly convoluted book which turns on itself, a tale about a Tale of my most re-read fantasy since CM began. Few readers survived Methuen's paperback, which foolishly reduced the small print of the Galllanse edition to a microscopic-sized optician's delight.

M is Mathematics. I'm a sucker for mathematically-based SF you don't see much, because it's hard to do 'Try White Light' by Rudy Rucker, an ex-hippy who gets high on infinite set theory in order to create the largest known set in SF (larger than Chris Priest's Inverted World, since Priest uses lower orders of infinity).

N is for Novel, the unsoubdful point being that many aren't. Beware: (a) the short story inflated by huge print, wide margins, terrible illustrations and blank pages, (b) collections billed as novels to make them sell, (c) seeming novels which stop in mid-plot with the words 'Continued in Volumes II-XXIV of Quest of the Ruskendorf, now in preparation.'

O for Originality is a devilish hard thing to judge. Once I was impressed by cybernetic speculations in Frank Herbert's Destination Void (another 'Yes, now there is a God!' book) - until I found they'd been copied verbatim from an essay by Mr. Cybernetics himself, Norbert Wiener's God and Golem Inc.

P is for Publicity, usually confined to an inaccurate blurb. The megashock novel of flesh-rending microchip horror! is a favourite - from Theodore Rosszak's Bugs, wherein bugs emerge from computer programs and bite people.

Q is for Quotation, to which I'm addicted (see above, see below, see 49 previous columns). The 1980 Penguin Dictionary of Modern Quotations features several live SF authors, most unexpectedly Larry Niven relating the best advice he ever had: On my 21st birthday my father said, 'Son, here's a million dollars. Don't lose it.'

R must be Robotics, with a respectful nod to Asimov for inventing the word, and a loud Raspberry for adding (after 40 odd years) a topsided sequel to that self-contained trilogy the Three Laws of Robotics.

S is Suppression. Can I send you scurrying to bookshops by listing once-forbidden SF? Fantasy? Cabell's fine Jurgis was banned in 1920 for its decorous naughtiness, Huxley's 'immoral' Brave New World got the chop from the Irish government in 1932, Spinky Schub Jack Berman serialization so shocked WH Smith in 1968 that they veered New Worlds magazine, and WD86 suppressed Graham Masterton's mainstreaming 'The Eel had swallowed hit. (You stop right there! Ed.)

T is for Translation produces more unlikely statistics. In UNESCO's top twenty translated authors for 1980, Asimov is the only living SF writer (82 translations, just behind Dostoevsky and Tawny) Jules Verne outsells him with 172 translations (just ahead of Enid Blyton and Karl Marx).

U is Unnameable. Unspeakable and the University of Chicago - which as a treat for Cthulhu fans offers 'a translation of Greek magical papyri (500BC-690AD) when you may make the acquaintance of the Demiurge of the Seven Laughs and the Headless Demon Who Sees With His Feet. Besides infallible methods of nailing the defunct races and making invisible' writes investigator RJ Barryc.

V is for the disappointment I've christened the Vampire Effect. It works like this: a mainstream author achieves a shock ending by introducing a vampire (or something similar) into a 'straight' story. Then an anthropologist reprints it and wonders why it lacks the same impact in a collection called Fifty Great Tales In Which The Heroine Turns Out To Be A Vampire.

W is for the Wild Hunt, is about the most over-used prop in fantasy. Can doomed Herne and his spectral hounds please be given a rest for a few decades? From a find to a check, from a check to a view, from a view to a cliché in the morning.

X of course stands for Xanthoplasia, being the jaundiced view this column takes of trilogies which contain enough interesting ideas for one and a half books, but continue remorselessly for nine.

Y you still make the final decision, folks. Some people appear to think that any slightest hostile comment will condemn whole printings to the pulping vats. The despised reviewer can only read the book and try to indicate whether it seems to 'work,' with allowances for personal prejudice. I generally dislike horror novels for their tedious repetition of a limited vocabulary of nastiness - which doesn't stop me admiring a high-class one by Ramsey Campbell.

Z for Zelazny gives a postscript on Gullibility. Several SF critics praised Zelazny's description of an alien race as wittily evocative: 'a frozen foundation of orange marmalade.' They missed the joke: the original computer adventure, Colossal Cave, has a cave whose walls are frozen fountains of orange marble. Zelazny stands revealed as a crypto-hacker.
THE HORRIBLE ARMYS——AS USUAL... WHO BELOW THE CONDON OVER HIS OUTSTANDING BOLL...

OUR STAR PLAYER MARCY CHOW WOULD BE INJURED IN TRAINING THIS MORNING: "MAYBE I'M NOT AS USEFUL AS YOU THINK...""

GOOD LUCK ANNIES! AND WELCOME TO THE THUNDERBOWL! WHERE THE ARMAGEDDON ANNIHILATION TEAM TRY TO TAKE THE BRAND BLOODBOWL TROPHY..."

"AND THERE I..."

WELL JUST TWO MINUTES TO GO... AND ALL SQUARE IN A SURPRISE WIN, THE DESTROYERS WERE BROUGHT ON A SUBSTITUTE — AND HAVE NEVER PLAYED Before. Hail Hellow, Ripped to Pieces FOR SURE..."

OUR HERO SOON ENJOYS INTO THE SPIRIT OF THINGS...

HAL, TOUCHDOWN!

OH, THOUGHT IT WAS A BIT سعودت FOR A FOOTBALL..."

BUT THE BALL..."
Following last month's article, "With A Pinch of Salt, Marcus Rowland presents an adventure for Call of Cthulhu"

This adventure is designed as a slot-in episode for any 1920s CoC campaign in which an investigator has been captured by Cultists, and not immediately rescued. All material here is for the eyes of the keeper only. A London setting is assumed throughout, and you will find the material presented in the new "Green & Pleasant Land" package especially useful in running this adventure. If your campaign has a different setting, however, you should find that minor details can be changed quite easily.

Once one of your players has been captured by the Cultists, for whatever reason, the following newspaper story appears the very next morning.

**SINGULAR REVELATIONS AT CORONER'S COURT**

The inquest into the death of Michael MacNamara was adjourned today for further medical reports. Mr. MacNamara, a builder's labourer, was found dead beside the lines of the Great Western Railway, near Paddington Station, on Monday evening. He had been missing from his Kilburn home for a week.

At first it was thought that the deceased had fallen from a track and died of his wounds, but Dr. Bernard Spilsbury, the Police Pathologist, gave evidence that no blood had been found. He went on to say, "When I examined the body I found strong indications that MacNamara had been dead for some time. I would estimate at least three days. The body seems to have been bound before and during death." At this point the wife of the deceased collapsed and was taken from the court.

Dr. Spilsbury added, "There were cuts at the wrists and ankles, and I believe that the cause of death was loss of blood. Marks on the body are consistent with damage some time after death." He would guess that the body had been dropped from the foot-bridge overhead. However, I would prefer to make further tests before committing myself fully. Some markings appear to have been drawn on the body before death and on these I would prefer not to comment further at this time.

The Coroner adjourned the inquest pending further medical and police investigations. It is believed that the police are treating the case as Murder.

**KEEPER'S INFORMATION**

This episode should only be used when one of the investigators is completely at the mercy of Cultists. Any temptation to capture an investigator especially for this adventure, though, should be resisted, since there is a fair chance that the victim will die. For the purposes of this adventure it's stated that the Cultists involved worship Hastur, in your own campaign some other deity may need to be substituted.

A group of London-based Cultists are led by Colonel Dennis Bryant-Hoskins, a former member of the Royal Engineers who spent several years in Haiti. The Cultists are trying to tunnel down to the River Westbourne. This stream was buried in Victorian times, since it periodically flooded and was little more than an open sewer, but the Cultists believe that it gives access to many curious locations under the city. Unfortunately both ends are now inaccessible; one end is a buried underground spring, the other is in Hyde Park, where a trickle flows into the Serpentine Lake. The tunnel mouth is very low and severely barred and locked, and use would attract too much attention.

Bryant-Hoskins knows the secret of zombification, and the Cultists are using reanimated corpses to dig down from the cellar of a house near the railway. Unfortunately three of the zombies were crushed when part of the tunnel collapsed, and the Cultists are currently trying to create replacements, using the technique described in "With A Pinch of Salt (W87)" under 'Traditional Zombies'.

Bryant-Hoskins is aided by his chauffeur, Oscar Nadler, and his valet, Hugo Jervis, who are both committed Cultists. Their first victim was Michael MacNamara. Unfortunately they miscalculated his strength, and he died to death before they were ready for the transition from life to 'undead'! Now members of an allied Cult (whichever one is used in your campaign) have provided another victim - the investigator who was captured. Bryant-Hoskins will be ready to try the spells again in a few days.

At this stage the captured investigator should be secretly told that he or she has been knocked out, and wakes up in a brick cell, stripped naked but provided with a mattress and a few blankets. The cell door is impressively thick metal, and doesn't show any signs of giving way when pushed. A dim light comes through a ceiling grille, and a failing electric bulb is just visible above it. Bowls of gruel and slices of bread are pushed under a door flap three times a day. There is no cutlery, and the utensils are made of papier maché, which can't really be used to dig or make weapons. There's a small chamber pot in one corner, it won't be emptied unless it's pushed out through the flap. Cries will be ignored, if the investigator listens carefully, faint rhythmic thumping noises can be heard.
The other investigators should be told that they see the story printed earlier in the newspaper the morning after their colleague disappears. You should not imply that it is true to the facts of their colleague, and while you are at liberty to add other stories which tie in to your campaign, you should try to ensure that there is no other story that could be misinterpreted as a lead in this case. Details vary slightly in different papers, but The Times naturally gives the most complete account.

If they decide to investigate, you need take no further action, otherwise characters with appropriate backgrounds (eg. anthropologists, psychic researchers, explorers, etc) will be contacted by the police or Doctor Spilsbury, who will want their views on the odd markings found on the body. Anyone making a Cthulhu Mythos roll and who has some knowledge of Hastur will recognize one of the symbols as relating to the deity, marked on the skin in red ochre dye, though it is blurred and incomplete. Investigators who make an Occult roll recognize some of the secondary markings as being associated with African ceremonial magic, but aren’t able to identify them further since they are a very obscure form. If they can persuade Spilsbury to talk about the case he says that the victim was apparently hung up by his arms and bled to death. He also says that the police are looking for a man who was seen with MacNamara the night he disappeared, he doesn’t have any other details.

Through police and press contacts the investigators should (hopefully) be able to learn that both men left a Kilburn pub together the night MacNamara disappeared, the stranger was dark, beared, and about six feet tall.

As the investigators probe further into the case they’ll realize that they aren’t the only people on the trail. The murderers are being hunted by the police, who may occasionally prove a nuisance, and for some reason most of the people they talk to in Kilburn prove to be strangely silent. For example, MacNamara’s wife will refuse to talk to the team if they aren’t accompanied by the police, and the owner of the pub where he was last seen will be surly and unco-operative.

Eventually a group of men, their faces masked by scarves and caps, corner a member of the team and start questioning him or her. It should become almost immediately apparent that MacNamara belonged to one or other of the factions currently active in Ireland. On the night he disappeared he was on his way to a meeting, carrying a lot of money (actually £2 4s 3d) contributed by supporters in Kilburn. Further details of his activities won’t be revealed to the investigators, no matter what.

MacNamara’s associates want to know everything the team have learned. If the investigator cooperates, one of the Irishmen will say that MacNamara left with three men, not one, and was seen entering a blue Morris van, licence UZ 213, which left before anyone could stop them. Both the other men were thick-set, one of them was bald, all three were strangers. They can’t reveal any other useful information, and are too busy evading the police to take much of a hand in the rest of this investigation. They may eventually show some form of gratitude (such as providing useful information in a future case) if the investigators find MacNamara’s murderers. Any investigator foolish enough to put up a fight should be badly beaten, bruised but not seriously injured, the Irishmen don’t want to stir up trouble that might interfere with their fundraising activities in Britain. Naturally the team won’t be fully trusted by this group under any circumstances, and should never be told the exact nature of their cause, learn names, or see their full faces. If the team check they’ll learn that UZ 213 appears to be a false number. The police don’t know about the van or the other two men.

Investigations in the area where the body was found won’t reveal much. The footbridge isn’t brightly lit, and is within easy reach of several hundred houses (including, incidentally, Bryant-Hodson’s home). Both ends are near road junctions. The police have already made house-to-house enquiries in the area, but no-one has reported seeing or hearing anything strange. This isn’t surprising, the railway line at this point passes through a huge shunting yard, and there is always noise from trains, cattle wagons, shunting engines and workmen. The surrounding houses are painted in soot and grime, and the streets are often filled with a choking mist of steam and smoke as an engine passes.

While the investigators are looking around they’ll be approached by an eight-year-old neighbourhood boy, who’ll start asking questions about their car, engine size, maximum speed, horsepower, and so on. Car spotting is a common hobby in the 1920s, and many children write down the licence numbers and models of any car they see along with the date and location. Suitable bribes of a penny or two, a few sweets or cigarette cards, should result in the children telling adults see their logbooks. Eventually they’ll find two or three who have recorded seeing the van in streets around the Portobello Road, a mile or so to the west. Of course, adults may object to strangers giving their children money or sweets, and a number of incidents may develop, at your discretion.

Questioning more children near Portobello Road will eventually lead the investigators to a lock-up garage, large enough for two cars, which holds the van.

The garage is securely locked, and neighbours will call the police if the investigators are seen breaking in. It’s rented from a local estate agent, but the name used to rent it was false. He can describe the man who rented the garage, it was Jervis, though that name wasn’t used if the investigators break in. It will find that plus a few old and ends of junk, including several sacks and ropes. There are no clues to true identity of the owner.

If the investigators keep watch at the garage they eventually see a black Bentley, licence plate BL 149, arrive an hour after night falls.
The driver (Nadler) waits while a passenger (Jervis) gets out, enters the garage, and returns a minute or two later. As the Bentley leaves, the investigators smell smoke, the visitor has spilled petrol around the garage, and set fire to the van to destroy the leaves. Unless the investigators are careful they may be blamed for the fire, after all, they’ve been waiting outside the garage for several hours.

The Bentley can be followed back to the house, but takes evasive action if the investigators are too obvious. Alternatively, its license number can be traced by anyone with police contacts, though this takes several hours.

Bryant-Hoskins’ home is a three-storey Victorian, and give its otherwise attractive exterior, two more cars are parked in the street which is very unusual in this era. While the investigators are studying the house two more cars drive, and the occupants are admitted to the house by Jervis’ knowledge of the Cultists by sight, and won’t admit anyone he doesn’t recognise Nadler backs him up if there’s trouble.

During this section of the adventure the player running the prisoner should be separated from the others, if they haven’t been already. Say nothing (to any player) to confirm that the victim is in Bryant-Hoskins’ home.

Around this time the captive investigator should be told that he or she has just killed the last man. Two men wearing hoods enter the cell, and order the prisoner to accompany them upstairs. The victim has been fed a drug to suppress POW, as described above. If the victim is in any other cell, the investigators will be led to that cell, and the victim will describe the experience of being in that cell. If it failed the victim has lost some POW, and must roll against 15 to avoid fainting.

Both Cultists have cloaks and ropes, and should be able to overcome a weak POW to lead the victim downstairs. The prisoner is in the cell on the left, where he or she is spread-eagled and tied to a wooden frame. Try to avoid suggesting anything that confirms the victim is in Bryant-Hoskins’ house.

Bryant-Hoskins’ house isn’t an unusual design, and any medium-sized building plan can be used. The main points of interest are the escape route in the forest (a shaft thirty feet deep, and a tunnel leading off towards the river), the eel, a copy of The Golden Bough (the usual edition), and some old papers securely locked in the file cabinet, and a sound-proofed attic devoted to Harker. The papers in the safe describe the zombification process, they are a unique source, written in a mixture of English and French from the late 18th century. 15% Occult knowledge, a x2 spell multiplier (for the zombification ritual only), and the loss of ID8 SAN. There’s a gun rack in the Colonel’s study, with enough rifles for all the Cultists, and they’ll definitely use them if there is warning of an attack. One of the bedrooms has been converted to a small pharmacology laboratory; it contains all the ingredients needed to create the POW-suppressant chemical used in the first stage of zombification.

If the investigators break in they hear a faint noise of voices from above, and muffled thudding noises from the cellar. If the to-vigilantes go down they discover the zombied body of Jervis and Nadler, and one or two other cultists, who stand guard outside the attic. If they can force the door the investigators should feel like they are alive when they break in (but only on ID8 hit points), and is bleeding to death.

There are three Cultists for each investigator, plus Bryant-Hoskins and his two servants. There are four zombies, which normally spend their time digging. Two or three of the Cultists are members of high society, and their arrest would be a great reward. The other two are killed if they are encountered, and there will be an outcry for the arrest of the murderers.

Naturally, neighbours call the police within a minute of two of the first shot being fired, even in the 1920s London’s police have cars available, though they do not have radio, and will arrive fairly quickly. Constables who are in the area may also arrive on bicycles or on foot, using whistles as the actual reinforcements.

Meanwhile, the prisoner in the attic sees the Cultists begin some sort of ceremony. The victim is told that the victim is in the zombification chamber, and the zombified victim is strapped to the floor. The investigators should lose ID6 SAN (1 SAN if a SAN roll is made). As the minutes pass the investigators will feel weaker, and younger. The investigators should lose SAN as they age. The victim feels progressively weaker. When hit points drop below half CON start rolling for unconsciousness. The victim ‘wakes up’ a little later, and should be told that the use of denial evidence may be much stronger. Since the zombies haven’t been seen by this character the truth may not be suspected for some time. This scene should be staged as the investigators finally reach the attic, and the investigators should become a zombie, but still retain consciousness when the investigators break in. At this stage the victim can be reunited, but should not be allowed to compare notes.

As the investigators arrive the victim should be told that he (or she) feels strong enough to try to break free. Oppose the victim’s STR to bonds of STR 10, modifying the roll for the increase in strength caused by zombification. Repeated attempts can be made. The fight continues until all the Cultists (or all the investigators) are killed or unconscious. As the zombie (ie. the captured investigator) is injured it takes one paw of damage from impaling attacks, half normal damage from other attacks.

Once the fight has ended the zombie-investigator begins to feel unwell, and the investigators should notice that they aren’t bleeding from any injury, including the cuts made by the Cultists. There is no pulse or heartbeat, and the investigators should realise that the victim has suffered some form of transfusion at 1d6 x INT minutes later the victim’s INT is lost, and the zombie will go on a rampage, attacking friend and foe alike until it is destroyed.

Most aftereffects of this adventure are unpleasant. The investigators should have no clue to their original enemies, since Bryant-Hoskins’ group was entirely separate, it’s unlikely that he will survive to answer a lot of questions about their part in a gunfight or ritual murder. The truth isn’t likely to be believed, although there might be enough evidence to persuade the police to keep the case quiet. At worst, the publicity involved may lead to difficulties for the investigators, as their names are added to the lists of enemies kept by Cults, and elaborate revenge schemes are set in motion. Depending on your plans for your campaign, it might be a good idea for the investigators to leave the country for a year or two (and maybe allow you to use some adventures set in a different clime), or even change their names.

CHARACTERS

Colonel Dennis Bryant-Hoskins is a tough former soldier. He left the army after a scandal involving the death of a native servant; no other details are readily available.

STR 33 CON 15 SIZ 17 INT 18 POW 22
DEX 15 APP 16 EDU 17 SAN 9 HIT PTS 16
Skills: Chemistry 45, ChuluHu Mythos 64, Dodge 65, Drive Automobile 55, Electrical Repair 35, Linguist 42, Listen 56, Mechanical Repair 45, Occult 75, Pharmacy 55, Read French 55, Speak French 77, First Aid 55, Radar 27, Revolver 61, Rifle 45, Shotgun 52.

Equipment: Carried: 45 revolver, sword cane, cosh, 1 dose POW-suppressant poison, jack knife
In House: Various rifles and shotguns, Pharmacy equipment, Ritual knives and spellbooks.

Spells: Contact Hastur, Zombification, Ritual, Withering.

Hugo Jervis and Oscar Nadler should be generated as tough thugs, with high STR, SIZ, and CON, good combat and stealth skills, but little education. The other two are less well-off; followers of the Mythos, they have little Mythos knowledge, but no spells, and normal characteristics and skills. At least two more should be as strong and tough as Jervis and Nadler. They begin the adventure with knives but can get guns from the study if there is time.

BACKGROUND NOTE

With the exception of Dr Bernard Spilsbury (later Sir Bernard Spilsbury) all characters are fictional. For many years, from before the First World War to after the Second World War, Spilsbury was the most distinguished British forensic scientist of the age, and pioneered many innovative techniques, such as the reconstruction of corpses and the recognition of dental registration. He was responsible for the conviction of many of the murderers of the period, for example Rouse, Crippen, Thompson and Bywaters, etc. Spilsbury was one of the leaders of the British forensic revolution in criminology, and his skills should be a formidable challenge for any murderous investigator in Britain.
A NIGHT IN THE DEATH OF SECTOR 255

An Adventure for The Judge Dredd Roleplaying Game by Hugh Tynan

This adventure is designed as a direct sequel to *A Day In The Life Of Sector 255* (White Dwarf 83). It can be run on its own, but if it is used as a sequel it should follow on directly from *Day in The Life*.

This is another ‘patrol adventure’. However, unlike *Day in the Life*, this one does have a main plot. Of course, *Night in the Death* is sprinkled with smaller, less important incidents, but the Judges are, above all else, trying to save the entire sector from the devastating effects of an evil plot!

SECTOR HOUSE 255, BRIEFING ROOM: SHIFT 7 - 22.50 HOURS

++ITEM 32++
PEST CONTROL The Gribgs in this sector have multiplied very rapidly and are now a serious problem. This has to be stopped now. Report all sightings of Gribgs, no matter how trivial, to Pest Control immediately. Keep tabs on the creatures until the exterminators arrive.

++ITEM 33++
DISAPPEARANCE OF JUDGE One member of Wally Squad investigating the Umptoy Banguard in this sector has disappeared. He and his partner had arranged a false bank heist at Buckland's Everfull Bank. Judge Graham, the missing Judge, walked into the bank at 13.50 hours and hasn't been seen since. His partner was in the getaway vehicle.

Judge Graham: 195cm, small moustache, black hair, blue eyes. Last seen wearing a yellow suit under a red radorak with blue kneepads and green street creepers. In other words, you can't miss him. Teams have been assigned to follow up the case, but all squads will be kept posted.

++ITEM 34++
ADVANCE WARNING A new Umptoy Candy company, Crudbery, will be pulling off a publicity stunt which involves dropping millions of free pieces of candy onto sector 255. This event has been timed for midnight. For this Umptoy has been rigorously tested and is non-addictive. Crudbery also have full authorization for the little trick. We're just warning you so you won't be surprised when it starts to rain sweets. Don't eat any.

++ITEM 35++
ESCAPING PERPS Whoever it is who can free perps from cuffs has not been caught yet. Since the start of Shift 3 or 4 55 perps have been released from holding points. The total number of perps now freed is 275.

275! IN THREE DAYS! Need I say more?

++ITEM 36++
PROLIFERATION OF SWEARING Due to the excessive use of expletives in the sector, the Chief Judge has authorised us to enforce an experimental new legal which makes the use of the following words illegal: Bambo, Bimbo, Dok, Drokk, Muggle, Rethink, and Stormy.

This means you too, boys and girls - Judges have to set a good example! And as S-P-U-G and C-R-E-M-O-L-A are already illegal, that leaves only ‘By God!’ The Moral Minority object to that too. This is only an experiment for the next 24 hours. The citizens are being informed. All squads are invited to make reports on the desirability of the new law, after the 24-hour period is over. Only Sector 255 is affected by this new law - this is where swearing is most common, so we get to be the guinea pigs for the rest of MC-5, D-R-O-K-K if I only!

++ITEM 37++
MISSING MEDAL Sector 255's top runner, Steve Swat, returned from Texas City today. As he ran through the streets on a 'lap of honour' he was mugged. His $50,000 credit gold medal was stolen.

These little incidents are what gets a sector a bad name you know.
A NIGHT IN THE DEATH OF SECTOR 255

GREETINGS
The author wishes to say hello and hopes everyone enjoys this adventure as much as the last one.

ER: Sorry about that, Judges. Someone's been tampering with the briefing computer again... Hmm.

MORALE BOOST
Who takes more perps alive?
All Judges (in chorus): We do! Sector two-fifty-five!
OK, Judges, squad routes to follow.

Judge Jude, the assigning officer, gives the following route to the PCs.

Perimeter patrol tonight for you: east, south and west edges. Start by heading northeast to get to this corner of the sector, then follow the eastern edge until you hit Caravan's Night Club. From there, west along the southern limits to the Justice Department Armory. And then back here. Try to stay in the sector, just for me.

This makes 255 sound like a fairly rectangular sort of area. It's not. Just thought you'd like to know that.

GM'S INTRODUCTORY DATA
In this adventure the PC Judges must thwart a dastardly plot, which could result in the deaths of most of the Sector's inhabitants. Initially, though, this is just another graveyard shift as the PCs arrest minor criminals and clean up a couple of mysteries. However, there are clues to the main threat of the adventure.

The adventure is divided into six phases, covering specific periods of time. A selection of messages from the Sector house to the Judges is also included! At about the right point in the adventure, the message runs out to the PCs as if it appears on their Lawmaster computer screens. Shout 'fire!', hit the table and make the players jump. Somebody might as well have fun. If necessary, alter the message time to keep the action flowing along - no important messages arrive in the middle of a battle.

THE PLOT
Greg Peppard is a futusa. So what? Greg Peppard is also the Production Supervisor at Cruddy. The two facts, and what is about to happen to Sector 255, are not entirely unrelated. Peppard is a very dangerous and very crazy person, but he has a high intelligence and possesses of exceptional self-control. Peppard did spend three months in a kock cube, but his external facade of normalcy (something that few futusas can manage) resulted in his rapid release. Since then he has been building a secret society which now has 5000 members in 33 sectors. The members are, oddly enough, all futusas as well who want to... well, you know what futusas are like. Peppard recruited them through rehabilitation clubs and social readjustment programmes and then promised them choice, murder, mayhem and other easy-to-relate-to and enjoyable diversions. Tonight, in Sector 255, Sergeant Peppard's Lunatic Homosexual Crazies Brigade attack...

Peppard has discovered a drug which induces the 'Lemming Syndrome', and has used his position as the Production Supervisor of Cruddy's main plant in a Sector 258 to contaminate the company's sweet. In particular, he has contaminated the free sweets to be dropped on 255 during the PCs' shift. Once the Lemming Syndrome has taken hold and crowds are hurling themselves from high buildings, the Brigade will strike. From their hiding place in warehouses in neighbouring sectors, the futusa will stage a mass raid involving murder, arson, vandalism, generi warfare and all the other stuff that futusas do so well. The Judges should be too busy dealing with the mass suicide to cops properly. Ordinary, what?

Peppard has already sent out drugged samples to some block sweetshops to test its effects, hence the outbreaks of Lemming Syndrome to date (see below for more details or Prog 445). This candy is still being sold, as the briefing (item 37) and the Messages show. The Lemming Syndrome is just a strange indefinable quality or some thing in the air', nobody has realised that a drug is involved. But when everybody in the Sector starts having a nibble...

Peppard's plans are not going to run smoothly (ehhh, you'd guessed), but more of that later.

A TWIST OF LEMMING

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT CASE REPORT

SUBJECT
The 'Lemming Syndrome'
FIRST RECORDED OCCURRENCE
25 October 2107, Flakkey Point block
INCIDENT REPORT
Citizens gathered in large crowds at the floor 98 podport and jumped from the lip. Unusually, all laapers fell in silence. By the time the foam-equipped units arrived and sprayed the port, 747 people had jumped to their deaths. 300 more citizens had gathered, but were prevented from jumping by the foam.

INVESTIGATION
Searches were conducted for sonic weapons, and contaminants in water, air and gas supplies; Pre-Div probed the area for signs of demonic influence. Wester Control was consulted on unusual atmospheric conditions that could affect citizens' behaviour. Survivors revealed nothing, most were just affected by a "funny feeling". Poor living conditions in Flakkey Point were assumed to be the cause.

HISTORY
The Lemming Syndrome has since occurred in 53 blocks. Most were slums, which supports the above theory.

PROCEDURE
Use an H-Wagon to spray the affected Lemming Syndrome rioters with riot foam. Little further attention need be paid to repeat occurrences.

FURTHER DATA
Lemmings were small rodents. Occasionally these creatures would gather together, undertake long and difficult treks to the sea and then hunt themselves to their deaths. The reason for this behaviour was never established.

MESSAGES
These messages should be read to the players at the relevant points during the adventure. Obviously, not all of them are directly relevant to the PCs, but they do give the impression of a busy sector in action around them.

Phase Time Message
1 23.06 The Lemming Syndrome has occurred again. 1042 citizens have already jumped from Bob Dylan block and Bob Geldof block is leaping 89 per minute. All Judges in vicinity proceed to blocks immediately.

1 23.26 The gang who have been freeing perps from holding posts have been captured. Stay vigilant on this, just in case.

1 23.32 John Lennon block has a Lemming Syndrome incident in progress. This is a serious development. John Lennon is a high prestige block, not a slum. All Judges will be kept informed of further developments and the results of investigations now in progress.

If they think to call in, the PCs aren't needed at John Lennon.

2 23.65 We have a bomb scare in the Philip K Dick block. Evacuation is now organised. Judges required for crowd control.

The PCs are too far away to get to the block in time.

2 23.59 It's gonna start raining candy any minute now, Judges!

3 00.04 The Mad Judges have now identified a drug in the blood-streams of all the Lemming Syndrome victims from Bob Dylan, Bob Geldof, John Lennon and other blocks. This is certainly the cause of the mass hysteria in these cases. Usually the phenomenon is a natural action and no contaminant or other physical factor is responsible. The source of the drug is not known. The blocks' food supplies are suspected.

3 00.09 There is definitely something up tonight with the crazies, Judges! 17 large groups of futusas have
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been apprehended while lurking in densely built buildings near the edges of 255. Apparently, some kind of mass attack was planned.

The PCs encountered a group for themselves. The 'wars' may be a little premature; the attack is still planned!

3 00.18 We have more 'Lemming Syndrome' attacks all over the sector. Mark Twain, Elvis Costello and Ry Cooder blocks have all lost about a thousand cives each.

Again, the PCs are not needed at any of the affected blocks.

3 00.23 The bomb in the Phil Dick block has been found and defused. No-one was seriously injured, despite minor rioting.

3 00.30 All Lemming Syndrome citizens were affected by a drug. Med and Tech Judges are now certain that the drug was administered in the victims' food. Investigations to find what they did not continue.

The drug is in some of the Crudbary's candy thanks to Pepper.
4 00.40 Crucberry are going to pull the trick with the sweets again at 02.00. They have permission. Once again, Judges are reminded that it is against Justice Department policy to accept sweetsie from strangers.

4 00.50 Gangs of armed futuses are still being brought in. All we know at the moment is that an organised attack on Sector 255 of the Seven Serals was cancelled at the last minute. There have to be more of the creeps out there.

There are, Peppard cancelled the attack when Crucberry gave out uncontaminated free samples. The futuses he managed to contact are waiting for the drugged sweets to be dropped: the ones he didn’t contact were captured by the Judges when they attacked.

4 00.58 Griglba are showing up all over 255. Watch out for them, report any sightings and then stay with the little creeps till Pest Control arrive. Do not let any get away.

The PCs are due to encounter some Griglbas shortly after they get this message.

4 01.14 There has been a traffic accident on the junction between Paul Cockburn and Jarvis Johnson avenues. Traffic is being diverted onto the Charlie Elliott bypass.

5 01.44 Replacement H-Wagons and Mantsa have arrived. When we get pilots they’ll be out and about again.

6 01.50 More of those futuses are lurking along the Sector boundary. Apparently, there will go to be a very big attack. Nearly 3000 candles are now in the kook cubes so there can’t be many more. Only about 2000 or so. And any minute now.

ON PATROL

Remember that this adventure takes place at night. People and places cannot be seen as clearly as during the day. Lawmasters are lights are on all the time. Infra-red sights must be used on Lawgasters (but let the PCs tell you this for themselves), still rolls (especially in combat) may be penalised due to the lack of light and so on.

PHASE 1: 23.00 - 23.30

At 23:09, as the Judges head northeast along the reasonably quiet skakways, alzpooms, and walkways (with Judge A’s lane), the PCs notice a commotion in a plaza a few levels below where they are travelling. A large crowd (for this time of night) of about 100 people has gathered at one edge of the plaza.

If they watch for a few minutes, the Judges see a smelly man in a brown overcoat alding playing cards around a low table. From time to time he accepts money from the spectators, does something with the cards and gives back the money. The Judges see the sequence of events clearly once, however, so they cannot be sure whether the man is usually winning or losing.

Any PC making a successful Street Skill roll will notice about 12 steady-looking characters standing at the edge of the crowd watching the play rather than the card game. They are watching for Judges, and any PC who goes down to their level will be spotted. However, the lookouts won’t think of actually looking up. A Judge with Spot Hidden Weapon may notice (+10% chance) that at least seven of the men have concealed pistols. The others have fistbombs stuffed down their trousers, but the Judges won’t be able to see these. Additionally, any Judge making a successful 35 roll (at -20%) will realise that a group of unusually tall men are standing together near the card table. Oddly, there are eleven rather flashy roadstars parked nearby, all have drivers at the wheel. The judges are witnessing the rescue (number 276) of another perp from a holding post.

Perpfree Inc is a large and well-organised gang of 53 men, who are part of the crowd (the rest are passing citizens), the drivers, and the burro assistant running the card game. Once the perp featured to a holding post has agreed to pay 10,000 credits, the card game is set up. Naturally a crowd gathers, and under this cover - and that of the 28 tall gang members - one of the gang frees the perp from the holding post. This is done using a special key invented by Russell T'bag, the technical genius (see Dey in the Life for details of Russell). The card game is rigged so that the punters win and stay in the game until the perp is free. The whole gang then hop into the cars and zoom away.

The Judges cannot just drive up on their Lawmasters and arrest the perps. The alarm will be raised and the card sharp and the newly-freed perp will leap into a car. The other gang members will try to pull the PCs off their bikes and beat them up. Some of the ‘ordinary people’ who are not members of the gang will help. If the Judges do end up in a fight with the 53 members of Perpfree and 20+ D10 citizens it is likely that they will lose. The gang members should be rolled up as Heisters (p52, GM's Book). If the PCs survive they find a tauting note (you know what is taunting to your players, don’t you?) and a pair of empty cufls dangling from the holding post.

This note is the gang’s downfall. In the excitement it has been scrawled on the back of a hand-drawn map showing 60 of the Sector’s holding posts. These are numbered, and the first 56 have been ticked. If the players work out that holding post 87 is where the gang will strike next give them some extra EPs. If they can’t work it out for themselves Control will help, but no EPs for this Post 87 is, however, several miles away - the PCs should call in with their information, this will lead to the arrest of the perps, but no EPs for the arrest for the PCs. That’s what you get for stupid frontal attacks.

Judges should know better.

Of course, it is possible for the PCs to surprise Perpfree Inc and friends. The lookouts are not lookouts. The Judges are higher than the plaza level, so can drop down from above. Luck is, of course, working on the side of Justice. Three little girls - who shouldn’t be out this time of night but it’s not an offence - are playing with a 5m skipping rope. The PCs can ‘rescue’ this and carry down the rope to the top of the card game. The Judge who does this must make an Initiative roll. Success indicates that he or she has landed on the card shark’s table. Not surprisingly, he surrenders instantly - an unexpected judge is quite a shock. Failure, however, indicates that the PC has fallen to the ground gracefully (taking the usual damage for a 6m fall). The card shark will be stunned for D8 rounds by a flailing Judge’s boot or the sudden appearance of said Judge. Whatever happens some of the 53 perps are bound to escape. This doesn’t matter as long as the PC gets the card shark, as he will quite happily grasse on every other member. If the PCs get in touch with control they can be picked up within 30 minutes as they return home.

Just as the PCs prepare to continue their patrol, they hear the question ‘Please Sir, can we have our rope back?’

PHASE 2: 23.31 - 23.59

The PCs reach the northeast corner of the Sector at 23.34 and should travel along the east edge of 255. After 500m or so they will be stopped at a red light when a civo will cross the street in front of them. Halfway across the jum and yells into the gloom.

'Spoog you anyway, you drooling ratshark!

'Hah! Ya dum Bimbo! Da words s'age! Now an' dars sum Stomming Judges bahn' ya!

The PCs should, of course, arrest the perp in the road for 'sua
of illegal explosives’. Three months or a 1000 credit fine are suitable sentences. The second perk, a small man with a beard, runs off down a short, narrow alley. This leads to a through sector pedway, and if the PCs arrive within 30 seconds they will be able to spot the perp in the crowd. Otherwise, they will have to guess which way he goes (right or down the strip). The Lawmasters may choose to go down the right direction (as down the strip), they will have to leave the Lawmasters at the access strip. No vehicles are allowed on this particular pedway. You should start looking around, phases and actions as soon as the perp runs away. The perp on the crossing will freeze and scatter immediately. It will take several actions (drive, a few actions to get down the alley, a brake action, a movement etc.) to follow the bearded perp, and the Judges will end up 12 x actions metres behind him. He has an Instinct of 28, so the Judges should be able to catch him without difficulty. It’s more of a problem to follow the perp in the crowd (see Judges Manual p37, roll less than average of SS and h). The Pursuit Perp special ability (see W80) may also prove useful.

By the time the Judges are within 20 metres of the perp they will be in Sector 254. He leads them on a confusing chase through the night: up anti-grav chutes, down spiral zoos, across plazas, leaping from pedway to pedway (regardless of the drop!) and so on. Eventually, he will just give up and collapse in an exhausted heap, but everyone is lost somewhere in 254! Unless someone makes a successful SS roll (at -25%), they will not be able to find the pedway to 255. The perp is guilty of illegal use of explosives (which isn’t an offence in 254, let him use a few choice ones now) and assorted arrest offences (GM’s Book, p89). If the PCs are lost they will have to get directions back to 255. Professional pride should prevent them asking citizens, and contacting their Lawmasters will not produce a response. They will have to approach a Sector 254 Judge, who won’t be entirely convinced that these sorry-looking types are actually Judges at all. Asking for directions! Hah! Jumps the lot of ’em. It’s ‘Up against the wall and drop those phoney Lawgivers’ time. It’s dark, and the Judge will take a lot of convincing. Just to add insult to injury, make sure that the PCs are asked about leaving their Lawmasters on automatic defence. They didn’t? You sure these guys aren’t Imps?

Eventually the PCs are able to head back to 255. As they come back, they encounter a group of people standing in a circle. These fugitives couldn’t agree on what weapon to use, so they are now playing spin the bottle to decide who gets a gun... This is getting frustrating as the bottle keeps pointing at Lunatic Homicidal Crazies who already have guns, or at no-one in particular. Plenty soon, they are going to start killing each other. The other problem is that the ring of people, a suspicious pile of weapons and the bottle are blocking the pedway and no Judge can ignore that kind of thing.

The fugitives have standard statistics (GM’s Book, p50). The pile of weapons includes 8 clubs, 3 electro-prods, 6 knives, 2 las-knives, 4 hand-guns, 3 hand bombs, 5 spit pistols and 6 stump guns. Armed only with Lawgiver’s the Judges will almost certainly lose a fight with the Brigade members. The Lawmasters and their weaponry can be reached in two turns by an indirect route (i.e. not running through the fugitives).

When the PCs reach their Lawmasters everything in the storage compartment has been plundered and the bike computers have been smashed, regardless of whether they were left on automatic or not. The scatter guns are still in place, so the PCs may be able to Stun the approaching mob of fugitives who are D4+3 rounds away.

Once armed with scatter guns the PCs should be able to make a mass attack. Questioning the fugitives will produce only a few random gibberings and dark hints of what is to come: ‘Tonight! Tonight! HAhahahaha!’, ‘It’s a pretty city’, ‘Glowing eyes, cats, rats, cats…’, ‘Penneywise six five oh oh oh…’, and ‘Blood and Chocolate, yumm, yummy…’. If you feel that the gibbering about ‘Blood and Chocolate’ might give the game away too early a stage, ignore it. Control will order the PCs to resume their patrol. Replacement Lawmasters will arrive with the pick-up squad for the fugitives.

**PHASE 3: 00.00 - 00.39**

Midnight. Weather Control have kindly cleared any clouds away and the moon is full. Crowds of citizens fill the streets. The air above Sector 256 is full of hovertrucks. Their cargo bay doors open and Crudbery’s promotion starts, the whole scene lit by gentle moonlight and neon. Thousands of little Crudbery’s Umpty Candy boxes, each with its own tiny parachute, drop all over the Sector.

Before the boxes reach ground they burst, scattering sweets in a rain of candy shrapnel. The citizens start cheering and singing for the Umpty. Despite the crowds, however, the whole business is peaceful as the hovertrucks keep flying over and dropping more than enough sweets for everyone.

However, Greg Peppe’s plans to drug all of Sector 256 and cause a mass outbreak of the Leeming Syndrome have gone wrong. The ‘wrong’ batch of Crudbery’s Umpty candy has been dropped, and most of the sweets are not drugged. A few blocks (see Messages) are affected by the Leeming Syndrome, but no connection between this and the Umpty has been made yet. For the most part all the PCs have to do is follow their route, listen to the messages coming over the radio and watch the citizens enjoying themselves.
Of course, there are bound to be one or two perps who think they can get away with something.

By 00:28 the Judges are heading towards Canavon's Blight Club down a dark, deserted street on city bottom (everyone has gone up to the parks and plazas to get some sweets). The relative peace of the scene is disturbed by a 'Ghoul Chupl Chupl! A Gribgil, and somewhere close by. It is not until the Judges turn the next corner that they find the creature, lying stone dead at one side of the roadway. Savare Crudbary's wrappers are scattered around the body.

The Gribgil is a victim of the Lemming Syndrome. After eating some bits of the Umpty, it's tiny but very intelligent little brain decided to eat it all by jumping out of a window above the street. The PCs may reach the nearby cement conclusion that the Umpty poisoned the Gribgil, and call in to Control about the matter - but why have none of the humans eaten the candy been poisoned? Only about 0.00001% of the sweets are drugged, so the Lemming Syndrome incidents have not been connected with Crudbary's candy.

Contaminated sweets were sold through block sweetshops, so the slight rise in the rate of Lemming Syndrome occurrences is not high enough to register.

Pepper is not at all happy with his failure. He wanted everyone to be leaping by this point! He is hurriedly preparing a repeat performance with the 'night' batch of the newly drugged sweets. This is why, at 00:38, as the Judges approach Canavon's Blight Club, a nearby PA screen ticks on:

"After the Crudbary's logo and company song (Only the sickest, stickiest Umpty... Tastes like Umpty never tested been-foreh!), a large man appears on the screen. He smiles at the camera, and announces that Crudbary's are so pleased with the response to the first Umpty drop they are going to do it again at 02:00!"

This man is Pippard, who is desperate to bring 265 to its knees tonight. He has had great difficulty in holding back Sergeant Pepper's Lunatic Homoskedas Crazed Brigade after the failure of the first drop, and groups of fumigators have been arrested all over the Sector. Pepper has organised the second drop with a new authority on control from Crudbary (Justice Department, hear, however, authorised the second drop). The robots piloting the hovertrucks have been ordered to return to the plant and pick up another batch of sweets. This time, there will be no mistakes - Sector 265 is getting to the Lemming Syndrome.

**PHASE 4: 00:40 - 01:16**

As the Judges pull away from Canavon's Blight Club on the next leg of their patrol, a figure waves them down from a darkened doorway. The man is about 2m tall, with a small moustache and vivdly coloured clothes - the missing Judge Graham of the Wally Squad. In case the PCs do not realise who he is (why weren't they listening to the briefing?) Graham will introduce himself. He has a strange story to tell.

Judge Kinane and I had to pull a bank heist so that the Umpty Baggers we were trying to infiltrate wouldn't think we were perps. Standard Wally Squad procedure. Kinane rented in the car while I went into Bucknord's bank, but as soon as I was in the lobby's lift I zoot suit shoved a gun into my ribs. I was bundled into a car, my stumpy gun was taken, and the next thing I knew was when I woke up at their hideout.

They didn't believe me at first, but in the end I convinced them that I was the killer they were looking for. They are Umpty baggers, alright, with a source of genuine Uncle Umbus! We already knew that somebody was bagging in 265, but we didn't know what they were doing. These crooks have a bit more imagination and they don't like competition one little bit. The legal Crudbary's Umpty is killing their business. So the gang is going to stuff the Crudbary's management, starting with the guy in charge, Production Manager. You've got to do something I won't let them kill anyone, but I'm going to need help to catch them all.

I've got to go, or they'll start to suspect something's up. Don't follow me, or you'll give the game away. You don't exactly look like crooks, you know?

**Special Abilities:** Duck, Fast, Strong Strike, Knock Out; Aura of Cool, Sector Knowledge.

Graham is an efficient judge, and will not take kindly to his instructions being ignored. If the Pce follow him he warns them not to blow his cover, and then demands to speak to Control so that the PCs can be ordered not to interfere. He believes that the best way to handle the case is for him to work on the inside, while other Judges protect the homes and lives of the Crudbary executives.

When as they should do) the PCs call Control for Instructions, Graham's warning about Crudbary's Production Supervisor and the other executives should be passed on. Mac will identify Crudbary's Production Supervisor as Greg Pippard (but at this point in the adventure he's a possible victim entitled to protection) after a search through the files. The PCs are told that Peppers is one of the main driving forces behind Crudbary's growth, and he made all the arrangements for the Umpty drop on 265. He was the one who made the announcement about the 02:00 drop, the way. That's been cleared. He lives in Apartment 1, Floor 13.2, Jeff Minter block. You are assigned to protect him. Squad Abbot is already on the way as well. Meet them there. Jeff Minter block is on the PCs patrol route, and they should arrive at about: D1.D1.

Judges Abbot (Judge 6), Deltey and Morpho (Judge 4a) are already at Pippard's apartment. As the senior Judge present, Abbot knocks on the door, when there is no reply, sends one of the PCs to get a duplicate key from block administration Pippard is not home, and keeps the place looking completely normal - just in case he's ever crime-blitzed or a reformed futale. Abbot is relieved at this - Graham's Umpty Baggers haven't got here before them and there is no point scaring an honest citizen, after all. He orders everyone to hide (impossible hiding places are shown on the map of Pippard's apartment).

After a few minutes (let the PCs get really uncomfortable and stiff in their hiding places, have noisy groups of juse walk down the hall or you know the sort of thing...), Graham and the baggers arrive. There are two of the mob's leaders (Motbeste - GM's Book, p52) and four large thugs (Henchmen - see the GM's Book, p53) armed with stump guns. The leader types are here to make sure their rither stupid underground mage to murder the right person. They try the door and kick it down if necessary. Graham is pushed into the apartment first (they don't quite trust him, and he makes an excellent shield).

When it's obvious to them that Pippard isn't home (or the Judges try to arrest them), one of the leaders jumps to the conclusion that Graham has tipped someone off. Peusing only to give Graham the benefit of his razor-like wit, "Drool! He's gone... Ye tip- ped someone off... Ye creep. Oh, ye dirry spug... I'm gonna kill ye for that: Do it, boyaf!, he opens fire into the apartment. Graham tries..."
to leap over the sofa to get away - and he might land on some Judges behind it. Abbot and his squad burst out of their hiding places (a.e., presumably, do the PCs). Getting out of the wardrobe, kitchenette or bathroom takes one action.

The Judges should have no trouble in taking the thugs. Their leader, and at least some of their subordinates, are out of the fight. The mobsters have the key to a hotel room and a few other clues to their activities (pieces of Unppy Candy, etc.). Control will order Squad Abbot and Graham (if he is still alive) to follow them to the Unppy Candy moab so soon as possible. The PCs are ordered back on patrol.

Pappard isn't in his apartment because he is arranging the dropping of drugged sweets over Sector 255. One tram that needed a new conductor. Carden has decided on a second drop all on his own, and doesn't want the company interfering in his plans. This time, everything will be right that the second drop of candy will be stopped and Pappard picked up for questioning at the very least.

**PHASE 5: 01.16 - 01.46**

By 01.20 the PCs are back on petrol and probably wondering what is going on. Things are about to become clearer: This begins with a message from Control for them. This isn't in the general Messages section because it is just for them:

Attonment Squad (name of squad leader) Interesting little item here regarding Pappard. We haven't managed to locate him, but it turns out he was a kook. He's done three months for a futsa inciv- idual. He was in the wrong place at the wrong time. He was perfectly normal when he was arrested. Just another motley jas, apparently. After this, they use a few futsa rehab clubs and reeducation groups - but a lot of cured futsa go in for that kind of thing. They get some sort of moral redemption and want to help others who went through the same thing.

The PCs may just dismiss this as a red synch-herring, but if they don't have doubts about Crudbarry's Unppy, they soon will have.

At 01.31 this Judge is on city bottom, circling the wall of Bob Geldof block. The mass from the Lemming Syndrome incident earlier in the shift has been cleared up (apart from a few bloodstains) and the streets are empty. Suddenly, ahead of the Judges there is a most peculiar scene. From a distance some 50m up a strand of Gribbils is plummeting downwards and landing in the road. In the process they are making a terrible noise and, um, dying. All this happens in absolute silence, without a single 'Chupi Chupi Chesh' from the Gribbils. This is a winning streak.

The Judges are under no obligation to protect the lives of the Gribbils, so they need not call for riot foam-equipped H-Wagons. They should, however, report the incident to Control so that exterminators can be dispatched (they are still needed at the rates the Gribbils are jumping). The PCs will be told to find and stop the Gribbils escaping into the rest of the block.

The Gribbils are jumping from the Geldof block awesethop. The door of the shop is now open and this time it's being drawn by a drunk (who is lying just inside it). The Gribbils are in the back room, and are somehow queueing below the window, waiting for their turn to jump. If the Judges shoot at any of the Gribbils, they will even hurt themselves into the line. This is because of the fashion they have adopted of sweets. Some of the Gribbils are still holding chunks of candy in their paws, and they are wappening and half-sunken sweets everywhere. All the sweets are Crudbarry's Unppy Candy, plainly marked with 'Pappard'. This is useless. This is a test batch that was sent out before the full promotional drop.

The exterminators will arrive in about three minutes, but the Gribbils will have killed themselves by that time anyway. As the PCs report on this incident, they will be interrupted by a message from Control that comes in over the Lawmaster computers:

Urgent Squad (name of squad leader) We've just received a call from John Lazenby, the Crudbarry Manager. He lived in Sector 128 and had only just heard about the repeat drop of free chocolate when he called.

The screen blanks, and then a woph-phone recording is played: Lazenby, an angry-looking man, stands in the foreground.

Listen, I don't know what's going on in 255. This second drop was just as much a joke as the first. I don't know what the loony Pappard is playing at, but he hasn't told us about it! He must have decided to do it himself and I just... BLAMI! BLAMI! Lazenby gasps and drops and drops from view. Control cuts the recording and orders the PCs to move to 128.

Those Unppy Beggars must have got to him after all.

The PCs should, of course, report what the Gribbils are doing, especially as a result of eating Crudbarry candy. With the clues the PCs have already, Control will be able to trace the PCs to the factory, but this will puzzle the second drop of sweets, that the sweets are probably drugged and that this may have something to do with the gangs of futsas that have been reported during the shift. If they report their suspicions to Control, the EP rewards for this adventure should be increased. If they don't manage to make the connections, Control will. The PCs will be ordered to resume their patrol, while Control will assure them that this time, everything will be right that the second drop of candy will be stopped and Pappard picked up for questioning at the very least.

**PHASE 6: 01.46 - 2.00**

Pappard killed Lazenby (not the Umppy Beggars) while the Judges were at his apartment. Pappard didn't expect Lazenby to find out about the announcement of the second drop of sweets on the phone when he was killed. A squad of Judges in Sector 126 was dispatched to the scene, and were just in the right place to arrest the Umppy Beggars who had come to kill Lazenby! At 01.46 the PCs receive the following message from Control:

Apparently the Umppy Beggars didn't kill Lazenby at all. They have just been arrested outside his block. They were genuinely surprised to find out that he was already dead and surrendered quietly. It should now be obvious to the PCs that Pappard killed Lazenby.

Sector 255's PA screens now show a continual stream of announcements by the Sector's Chef Judge. All are warnings not to eat any Crudbarry's Unppy. That's all the cues are told Public reaction to this is predictable. Judges are cursed as spoilports, things are thrown at PA screens and complaints are long and loud. 'Didn't I eat fifteen just an hour ago and weren't they delicious? I beg to say to you, Mr. Chef Judge? About three months for an illegal explosive? Maybe the PCs are attacked as well. No? Well, it was just a thought.

Pappard is now at Crudbarry's plant in Sector 256, overseeing the loading of drugged sweets onto the hovertrucks. If the PCs think they should realize that there is nowhere else for him to be. You should save extra EPs to any players who request permission from Control to deviate from their patrol routes and check this out. If they analyse the the Control's fragmentary message, they can work out where to check the Crudbarry factory which is not just inside 256. The PCs arrive at the factory at 01.51, just in time to see a fleet of hovertrucks heading for Sector 256! Shots fired at these trucks will have no effect. The robot pilots have orders to fly over 256, drop the sweets and then return. The PCs who fail to stop the truck will see Pappard is currently engaged in destroying the evidence inside the plant, his drug dispensers on the production line.

When the PCs arrive at the factory's gates, open. Any Judge who is a successful Sedanist will notice that a light is moving about on the ground floor, and that it goes out as soon as they enter the compound. Pappard has seen the Judges arriving.

'Sergeant' Greg Pappard

S 3 1 0 CS 46 DS 30 TS 50 SS 26 MS 5 PS 3

Special Ability: Avoid Shots, Recover Quickly; Crack Shot: Disable Mechanism.

There are two entrances to the factory building: A large double door for trucks (which are raised to about 1.5m) and a smaller side door. The door is double and firmly locked. Nothing short of a Cyclops laser will get it open. If the PCs choose that route Pappard will fire the door and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?

If the PCs come in through the main doors Pappard will be hiding behind them, and as the Judges enter he will try to drop the doors on them for D6 damage with a +3 effect modifier. He does this if he rolls less then his Initiative as the PCs enter. Failure indicates that the doors roll down just before the PCs come in. This could have equally disastrous results of the PCs were attempting to drive in on the Lawmasters. Each Judge gets the opportunity to dodge the doors at the start of her turn. Pappard will push the floor after itself and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?

If the PCs come in through the main doors Pappard will be hiding behind them, and as the Judges enter he will try to drop the doors on them for D6 damage with a +3 effect modifier. He does this if he rolls less than his Initiative as the PCs enter. Failure indicates that the doors roll down just before the PCs come in. This could have equally disastrous results of the PCs were attempting to drive in on the Lawmasters. Each Judge gets the opportunity to dodge the doors at the start of her turn. Pappard will push the floor after itself and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?

There are two entrances to the factory building: A large double door for trucks (which are raised to about 1.5m) and a smaller side door. The door is double and firmly locked. Nothing short of a Cyclops laser will get it open. If the PCs choose that route Pappard will fire the door and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?

If the PCs come in through the main doors Pappard will be hiding behind them, and as the Judges enter he will try to drop the doors on them for D6 damage with a +3 effect modifier. He does this if he rolls less then his Initiative as the PCs enter. Failure indicates that the doors roll down just before the PCs come in. This could have equally disastrous results of the PCs were attempting to drive in on the Lawmasters. Each Judge gets the opportunity to dodge the doors at the start of her turn. Pappard will push the floor after itself and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?

There are two entrances to the factory building: A large double door for trucks (which are raised to about 1.5m) and a smaller side door. The door is double and firmly locked. Nothing short of a Cyclops laser will get it open. If the PCs choose that route Pappard will fire the door and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?

If the PCs come in through the main doors Pappard will be hiding behind them, and as the Judges enter he will try to drop the doors on them for D6 damage with a +3 effect modifier. He does this if he rolls less then his Initiative as the PCs enter. Failure indicates that the doors roll down just before the PCs come in. This could have equally disastrous results of the PCs were attempting to drive in on the Lawmasters. Each Judge gets the opportunity to dodge the doors at the start of her turn. Pappard will push the floor after itself and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?

There are two entrances to the factory building: A large double door for trucks (which are raised to about 1.5m) and a smaller side door. The door is double and firmly locked. Nothing short of a Cyclops laser will get it open. If the PCs choose that route Pappard will fire the door and use his jetpack to escape. How else did he think he had managed to get here after killing Lazenby in Sector 128?
to mount their Lawmasters, start them, accelerate and be 100m away or the futzies will engulf them. If the Judges fail to do this they will need to make DS rolls to fight their way through the crowd, fire the bike cannon, or drop stumm grenades, or something, anything, which will earn them an extra round to escape. If they don't manage this, they will die in D6+6 phases. Yes, die. You can’t fight a crowd of 612 futzies unless seacued. Such is life. Actually, it’s death we’re talking about here. Such is death.

The nearest place to deal with the futzies is the Justice Department Armoury in 255. Anyway, the futzies are heading in that direction. The place is almost entirely deserted as most Judges are out shooting down Crudbury’s hovertrucks or dealing with more outbreaks of the Lemming Syndrome. Despite the warnings most citizens are stuffing themselves silly with the free sweets.

The defence of the armoury could be run as a wargame if your tastes are that way inclined. Or you can allow the PCs to hold off the futzies with riot foam and a few heavy weapons. If they roleplay a good defence, let them win.

WE HOPE YOU HAVE ENJOYED THE SHOW...

You may want to change this adventure to suit your own group. For example, you may not think there is enough combat, this is easily rectified, but combat is secondary in JD games for most people. The ending can be rather bloody. You may feel that your PCs might find it more enjoyable to fly an H-Wagon around locating and destroying the Crudbury hovertrucks. Or they could end up on the streets trying to contain the Lemming Syndrome. Or you could use the ending as it stands, but change it slightly to give an Assault on Precinct 12 feel as the crazies close in slowly.

At various points in the adventure, Control issues the PCs with instructions and gives them results if they don't make the correct deductions. This may give the impression that the PCs are just puppets being ordered about. This is not true at all. The players should be encouraged to think about their problems and reach conclusions. Control is really only there to drop hints. What seems clear to a GM might be very obscure to a player.

As the adventure stands, 100 EPs is about right for surviving A Night in the Death. There are plenty of opportunities to die, but there are also plenty of chances for good roleplaying and using the JD system as it was meant to be used.

Creating a sequel should be fairly straightforward. Maybe Russell T’bag had another key hidden away somewhere. There are still plenty of futzies lurking around the Sector. The Lemming Syndrome is in full swing. Peppard may have escaped. Has anyone heard from the Friends of Dredd recently? And, of course, the Gribbys are growing in numbers all the time.

SMALL FACTORY UNIT
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HAND OF DESTINY

FATE POINTS IN WARHAMMER FANTASY ROLEPLAY

by - GRAEVE DAVIS

Fate Points are an important part of the Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay rules, allowing characters to cheat death and live to fight another day. They are, however, given very little space in the rule book. The following notes are intended to clarify Fate Points and their use, and deal with any uncertainties which may arise from their previously scanty treatment.

WHAT ARE FATE POINTS?

The function of Fate Points in WFRP is threefold:

First, they allow Our Heroes to make miraculous escapes, as in all the best adventure stories. WFRP adventurers can dodge falling stone blocks by a whisker, survive slipping off a cliff by inches through a hall of arrows and so on. With hairbreadth escapes and twists of fate, players are willing to risk their characters, making for a faster and more exciting game than would otherwise be the case.

Secondly, Fate Points reflect the idea that Our Heroes have a destiny which sets them above the rest of the world. Just as in films John Wayne can make it to the machine gun nest with marines being cut down around him, so WFRP adventurers can take great risks and get away with them.

Lastly, combat in WFRP is more dangerous than in other RPGs. This partly because combat is dangerous in real life, and partly because if combat is always the easy way out, players will be less inclined to try something a little more subtle, like thinking! Obviously, there will be some occasions when fighting is the only course of action, and even in the ordinary run of things, characters can get killed very easily if the players don’t learn caution. Fate Points can give the rash player a second chance and the unlucky player an even break. Of course, if the players insist on rushing into every situation waving swords about they will quickly run out of Fate Points, and permanent death will follow with grim inevitability. Most players will get the idea fairly quickly, and realise that a gung-ho approach is not necessarily the best.

WHEN TO USE FATE POINTS:

Basically, a Fate Point can be expended whenever a character is about to die - in combat, through traps or accidents, as a result of poison or disease, or in any other circumstances. Instead of dying, the character expends a Fate Point and then the GM has to devise some way of ensuring that the character survives.

HOW TO GM FATE POINTS:

When a character expends a Fate Point, it is up to the GM to come up with something that will prevent the character from dying. No doubt the player in question will be full of helpful suggestions, but you should be careful to ensure that the character is not too much better off as a result of expending a Fate Point. Fate Points are powerful, but not as powerful as, say, SIZEDUP wishes. The character should survive the situation, but that’s it. It can sometimes be difficult to come up with a suitably tailored deus ex machina on the spur of the moment, so here are some ideas:

- Combat:

Here is an example of the wrong way to deal with Fate Points in combat

Clem Shirestock is in a hard fight with a band of Chaos Mutants. He has been reduced to 0 Wounds, and a critical hit result indicates that he is about to lose his head removed by a neatly-swung axe. Clem’s player spends a Fate Point. The GM ignores the critical effect, but Clem is still on 0 Wounds, so the next bit Clem takes is another critical. Clem’s player spends another Fate Point.

At this rate, Clem will get through his three Fate Points in as many rounds, their only effect will be that he will die three rounds later than he would have done otherwise.

Let’s try that again.

Clem takes a bit which takes him below 0 Wounds. It is a bit to the body, and the critical result indicates that he will be disembowelled and die immediately. Clem’s player spends a Fate Point, and is told by the GM that everything goes black. While the player is wondering what has happened, the GM makes a note that Clem has been struck by the flat of the blade and flung against the wall, hitting his head and knocking himself unconscious. He may wake up several hours later (still on 0 Wounds) to find himself being tended by his victorious comrades; imprisoned in the mutants’ lair with his defeated comrades, left for dead, stripped of all equipment and valuables, and all alone.

The trick is to use your imagination. This can also provide an opportunity to direct things if the players have gone a little off the track. You, the GM, control when and where characters wake up, and you can use this to your advantage. If, for example, the adventurers have missed a vital clue about the lair of the evil Necromancer, they may wake up in a small village, having been found lost dead in the forest. As their wounds are tended, the villagers will tell them about the black tower beyond the wood, where hideous screams are heard at night, and about the recently-dug graves which have been found torn open, apparently from the inside.

There are also some things you will have to watch. Remember, the players know that the character who expended a Fate Point isn’t dead, but their characters don’t. You must make sure that the players act accordingly. You should also avoid being vindictive yourself - if a character appears to be dead, an Orc or mutant will leave him/her and move on to another foe, they won’t generally have another few stats ‘just to make sure’.

TRAPS AND ACCIDENTS:

When a character expends a Fate Point to avoid being killed by a trap or by some other mishap, there are two possible approaches to what happens next.

The Indiana Jones Method - The spikes, snares, falling blocks or whatever miss by a whisker, grazing the character’s armour, possibly destroying a backpack or some other item of equipment, but leaving the character unscathed.

The Tom and Jerry Method - The character is spiked, or speared, or flattened, or whatever, but he walks away.

Wounds may be reduced to zero, and some or all of the character’s equipment may be destroyed, but the character is still just about alive.

POISON AND DISEASE:

When a character expends a Fate Point to avoid death from poison or disease, the effects of the poison or disease miraculously stop when the character is on the point of death, and normal recovery (‘enhanced’ as usual by medical attention) can begin immediately. For example:

Clem Shirestock is hit in the leg by a Giant Rat in the course of an adventure, and the GM rolls D100 to see if the bite carries the Black Plague. It does, and Clem must make a Disease test, rolling his Toughness x 10 or less on D100.
in order to avoid the infection Clem's Toughness is 3, and the player rolls 98 - a failure. A week or so later, Clem is struck down with the Plague, and becomes progressively worse over the next few days. After five days, his Strength and Toughness reach zero, and the player expends a Fate Point to prevent Clem from dying.

Clem lapses into a coma, and for two days be beavers on the brink of death. On the third day, he opens his eyes and asks for food - he has begun to recover.

**HOW CHARACTERS GAIN FATE POINTS**

Fate Points are an undeniably valuable commodity in WFRP. The next question is, of course, how does a character get any more? There are four ways in which a character can acquire Fate Points:

**Character Generation** - Every PC acquires Fate Points at the generation stage. This is explained on pp15-16 of the WFRP rule book.

**Divine Favour 1** - Clerics and Druids may gain Fate Points as a result of a particularly successful roll on the Cleric Advance Table (p150) or the Druid Advance Table (p152)

**Divine Favour 2** - At the GM's option, a deity may give a character a Fate Point instead of a blessing (see pp193-4). With all the blessings, the character in question must be genuinely deserving, and must have done the deity a great service, such as performing some quest (not a Trial) at the deity's behest. As with the advance tables, only one Fate Point is awarded.

**Adventuring** - If a character succeeds in staving off a great, world-shaking menace of divine origin (such as the machinations of a Chaos God), a Fate Point may be awarded along with the usual Experience Points. The menace must be comparable in scale to the situation in *Shadows over Bogenhafen*, and it must be apparent that but for the character's action an appalling disaster would have taken place. Don't let fast-talking players convince you that wiping out a couple of dozen cultists is the same thing.

**NPCS AND FATE POINTS**

As a rule, NPCs do not have Fate Points - part of their function, as explained above, is to distinguish the PCs from the rest of the world.

However, you may allow an NPC to have Fate Points under special circumstances. Say you are developing an NPC who is going to be the bane of the characters' lives for a long time to come - a mega-baddie of the stature of Fu Manchu or Professor Moriarty. The players may think that their enemy has been defeated, but by using Fate Points the villain lives on to fight another day. After enough time to recover, re- equip and recruit new henchmen he/she reappears at an opportune moment to take a devastating revenge.

*Dracula, for example, must have got through a heck of a lot of Fate Points in the cycle of Hammer films between 1958 and 1973. Despite being stabbed, burnt, blasted to ash by sunlight, doused in running water and heaven knows what else, he always finds a way of coming back to unlife at the start of the next picture.*

You should keep this sort of treatment for special occasions, however. It will be easy to demoralise the players if every minor villain they encounter develops the habit of coming back to get them after being "killed" three or four times. However, if you give a few Fate Points to the one leading baddie in your campaign, and have him or her pop up a couple of times to get one back on Our Heroes it can keep them on their toes. Be careful not to let the players cotton onto what's happening, though, or they will take to dismembering and burning every body they can get just to be sure, and that isn't part of WFRP!

So there you are - that's what Fate Points are all about. In conclusion, there are two main points to be stressed:

Firstly, be imaginative when GMing the use of Fate Points, as it can add a lot to the tension and enjoyment of the game. Secondly, be mean in handing them out. Each Fate Point effectively gives a character an extra life, and that makes them very powerful and very precious things indeed. Spreading too many of them about will lead players to adopt the Rambo attitude every time, which devalues both the concept of Fate Points and the game itself.

characters may *not* buy Fate Points with Experience Points under any circumstances. Never, never, never. No how, no way.

**HOw CHARACTERS LOSE FATE POINTS**

Just as characters can gain Fate Points through divine favour, so they can lose them through divine disfavour. A bad roll on the Cleric/Druid Advance Tables can have this effect, and Fate Points can also be lost as the reverse of a blessing. If a character does a deity a great disservice, the deity may strip the character of a Fate Point until suitable reparation is made.

A character who sells out to Chaos and becomes a Chaos Warrior or a Chaos Sorcerer exchanges all his/her Fate Points for Chaos Gifts and an easy road to power. This will be more fully explained in *Realm of Chaos.*
He edged gingerly down the corridor, every sense alerted. As he neared the corner he silently flipped off the safety catch on the REAPER machine-gun fitted to the stabilising harness on his hip, and then listened carefully for any sound. His ethnically enhanced hearing picked up a tiny, almost imperceptible rasping noise. Someone - or something - was waiting for him.

In one fluid motion he stepped around the corner. IR goggles allowed him to spot instantly the boul mutilated creature that was lurking in the shadows. The REAPER spat its muzzle-flash illuminating the corridor as it spewed 50 cal high explosive destruction. The vile thing was killed instantly, the impact of the bullets picking it up and hurling it 20 feet down the corridor where it smashed, a ruined bloody mess, into the wall.

"Stepping towards the lift shaft the creature had been guarding he glanced at the digital timer on his wrist and scowled. Only 25 minutes left, only 25 minutes to save New York."

The following new cards can be added to your game of Chainsaw Warrior. Carefully remove the insert in the centre of the magazine and cut out the cards from the sheet. Then simply add the cards to the appropriate Equipment deck when equipping your warrior at the start of the game.

They are treated just like every other Equipment card, but as usual each has its own special characteristics, which are described below.

**CARD DESCRIPTIONS**

**CLAW-15 - Combat Shotgun**
The CLAW stands for Close Assault Weapon, an appropriate description for the deadly short range weapon. The CLAW-15 is favoured by Police Assault Teams operating in built-up areas, where standard assault rifles have a disconcerting ability to travel through several walls and injure or kill innocent bystanders. The CLAW-15, on the other hand, combines terrific stopping power with only limited penetration, making it the ideal weapon for use in inhabited non-combat areas.

**H&W REAPER - Fully Stabilised Personnel Hi-Calibre Machine Gun**
The REAPER is probably the most efficient anti-personnel weapon on the world. It is fitted to a specially designed stabilising mount worn on the firer's hip, which negates the terrific recoil of the weapon and allows one person to use it easily and efficiently. Its 50 calibre explosive bullets are capable of blasting their way through most forms of cover or light armoured due to its bulk a character wearing the REAPER suffers a -1 modifier to their Hit Value.

**Stun-Nux**
Much favoured by the street gangs of the numerous ghettos of the 22nd Century, the Stun-Nux is an updated version of the ever popular knuckleduster. An extremely powerful electric charge is generated by the zinc and battery housed in the grip of the Stun-Nux. This is discharged when the Stun-Nux hits a suitable conducting surface such as human flesh, producing a spectacular and quite deadly effect. Stun-Nux add +2 to the character's Hit Value when used.

**Smash**
Smash is an illegal narcotic drug, which has the effect of greatly increasing the strength of any person who uses it. Originally developed by Carl Hellwell of Sartan-Larache SA for use as a combat drug.

Chameleon Suit
The G-Tech Chameleon Suit's highly advanced circuitry allows it to mimic the chameleon's natural ability to take on the colour of its surroundings. The very high cost of Chameleon Suits means they are generally only used by special operations units (such as the British SAS, US ASHU and Russian Spetsnaz) where the need for stealth and hidden movement is vital. Any character wearing the suit can act as if they had the 'Hide' skill. If they pass the 'Character skill roll' they receive a +1 modifier to the die roll when using the skill.

**Tempporal Disturbance Detector**
Rigged up by scientisits investigating the extraordinary phenomena that is taking place, the Temporal Disturbance Detector (TDD) is capable of registering the disturbance in space-time generated by Darkness. Unfortunately its range is very limited, although it will provide some warning of Darkness' approach.

Any character with the TDD will never miss Darkness when moving through secret passageways. If the Darkness card is not discarded, when moving through the passage you may stop and fight. In addition a character with the TDD does not need to test Reflexes to see if they get off a shot with their Laser-Lance.

**Holographic Imagizer**
The Sony Holographic Imagizer System TM (His for short) is based upon fairly standard technology from the Holovision industry of which General Electronics' 'Sony offshoot is a market leader. The HIS produces six perfect images of the character using the device, which usually proves highly disorientating to any attackers. Any character using the HIS may automatically escape from combat or receive a +1 modifier to a lucky shot die roll. The HIS may only be used for one escape or to effect one lucky shot die roll.

**Dum-Dum Bullets**
Most company's produce explosive bullets for the weapons they produce, although the use of such ammunition is banned by the 1994 United Nations Treaty. Dum-dums can be used with any Gun (not Heavy Weapons or the Laser-Lance) and should be placed next to the gun on the equipment display. If the warrior does not have a gun they may discard this card and choose another. Dum-dums may be used instead of the normal ammunition for the gun, as long as this is declared before the dice are rolled to see if the target is hit, and add +2 to the die roll. When Dum-dums are used reduce the Usual Lfalt marker on the Dum-dum card instead of the gun card.
This adventure is designed to be usable in any RuneQuest setting. It is not a Glorantha adventure, although it is quite compatible with a Glorantha background. The only basic premise that should be followed is the presence of some Chaotic or Evil Gods whose major with us is to see the world a much less happy place.

Players' Introduction

It is approaching autumn and the adventurers are travelling a grassy plain inhabited by nomad tribes. The biting wind has been whistling across the grassland for days, and there is a general feeling of unease in the air. The adventurers are met on the trail by a party of warriors who look tired and worn. The nomads make no aggressive movements towards the adventurers, but they do 'request' the presence of the characters at a meeting with their chieftain. The nomads do not threaten the adventurers, but they retain the right to number the adventurers by at least two-to-one.

On the journey to the nomads' camp, the tribesmen are polite, but withdrawn and impassive. Direct questions are answered with courtesy, but the reason for their chieftain's hospitality. Only one of the nomads shows any emotion: a young warrior who seems to be weeping quietly at the sight of the party and constantly looking toward the east. If approached and questioned he sobbed openly and, in a shaky voice, implores the characters to bear the 'song of the wind'. After any contact with the adventurers, the youngster is subsequently accompanied by a grizzled old warrior.

The Meeting

The adventurers are met on the outskirts of the nomad camp by the sons of the chieftain (a successful Human Lore roll will confirm that this is a great honour). One of the nomads who recite their lineage ('the son of Cair Arrowback, son of Joren Wolfbreaker, grandson of Guernie-Who-Laughed', and so on) and announce that the adventurers are expected. After the necessary formalities have been completed the adventurers will be led into the camp, which is a ramshackle collection of semi-permanent huts and leather tents. The welcoming of the tribeswomen, who stand around in small groups, can be heard all around. A roll of Int x 5 reveals the absence of a large proportion of the adolescents who should be present - there are too few children for a tribe of this size. A successful Animal Lore roll reveals that the animals of the tribe are sick and underfed.

The adventurers are received at the tent of the chieftain and invited to eat beside him. A couple of the older warriors of the tribe are present, along with the chieftain's son, representative images of the various tribal gods and a gnarled old woman who is obviously the tribe's shaman.

The chieftain, Braggara Five-tooth, spends a long time talking about the consequences of the adventurers' actions, the tribe's health and the like, giving them the opportunity to observe their past exploits to an audience who are prepared to listen. As the wind whips up the tent walls, all of the tribe (except the shaman), glance over to the east and cock their heads to listen to something that the adventurers can't quite hear. A successful Listen roll reveals that there is something on the air: a faint, exotic music at the edge of hearing.

The chieftain ponders any questions until after everyone has eaten their fill. He sends his sons out of the tent to stand guard and comes to the real reason for his hospitality.
The Speech

Braggaza Five-tooth speaks in a calm, quiet voice filled with authority. He begins his story as a history of the tribe, how they were taught by the gods to care for their beasts; how the beasts agreed that the men of the tribe could eat their meat and use their hides, how when the cold winds came across the grasslands the tribe would hold a great ceremony to release the old and weak beasts from their suffering before the trek to the winter pastures.

But now, continues the chieftain, when the ceremony should be held to guarantee the survival of the tribe, the young warriors and herdsman have left the tribe. They have gone to follow a demon song first heard 13 sunsets ago. With the children of the tribe gone, there are too few people to perform the ceremony properly and the tribe will perish.

At first the chieftain thought that the youngsters had gone to raid another tribe without his permission, but after several days they found abandoned animals where the herdsman had left them. Several of the tribe were found and brought back to the camp. All were disturbed and ravaged about a ‘song of peace.’ Every dawn saw a few young men and women gone - even two of Braggaza’s own sons have vanished.

Now the tribe must perform the ceremony and the chieftain and the shaman need every tribesman they can get. They can no longer send out warriors to recover their people. The adventurers must bring back the tribe. People before the ceremony is performed, seven sunsets from today. Braggaza offers them each 20 hides (worth 20-25 pences each) and the friendship of the tribe.

His solution to the problem of the demon’s song taking his people is simple: to stop the song, silence the singer.

Before the adventurers can reply, they are interrupted by one of the chieftain’s sons, who enters the tent and whispers in his father’s ear. Braggaza looks directly at the adventurers’ faces and tells them that another from the tribe has gone to follow the demon’s song, the young warrior who was part of the hunting party that met them.

Gamemaster’s Introduction

The ‘demon song’ is being created by a powerful satyr who has turned to the insane paths of Chaos. He is determined to bring only lasting madness upon the world (possibly he was badly treated as a child). Through his magical pipes the satyr is able to affect the emotions of large groups of people, and he has stumbled across a natural rock formation which seems to amplify and channel his powers. He is currently using his pipes to lure people towards him with a song of love and a mystical promise of peace. The young have been more affected by the ‘song’ than their battle-hardened and cynical elders. As a rule of thumb, the younger the person, the lower the POW they have to resist the wiles of the satyr’s pipes.

Once the satyr has gathered enough ‘acolytes’ he intends to play another song to them, one which will drive them to violence and insanity. He intends to send them out into the world to cause havoc. His evil and chaotic masters. Around him there are already enough who have been converted to protect him from any attack, but the satyr realizes that it may not be possible to play his song for much longer without a group of heavily armed tribesmen arriving to investigate.

As the adventurers begin to look for him, he is preparing to perform his last song.

The Satyr’s Power

The satyr has a special set of pipes which allow him to control emotion. All he has to do is hear a song of the mistiest magic points of the satyr. As a modifier the character hearing the song may get bonuses relating to how receptive he or she is to the emotion of the song. A hardened warrior with a history of murder and eating elves for breakfast would get a bonus to his POW when resisting a song intended to pacify him. Conversely, his POW rating would be penalised if the song was intended to send him into a berserk battle fury.

The pipes are non-directable, however, and all those hearing the song are affected by the emotional output the satyr is trying to achieve.

Finding the Singer

Fortunately for the adventurers and their search for the source of the ‘demon song’ they have had a stroke of luck. The young warrior left the camp less than an hour before the adventurers are informed that he has gone. If they leave immediately, they have little difficulty in following his tracks.

The journey across the grasslands should be a difficult pursuit in the darkness, but the adventurers are able to keep up with the warrior. Problems really arise when the adventurers (and any of their mounts) run low on Fatigue Points and the uncannily number nomad is still heading due east. It is easy for the adventurers to guess at the direction of travel from the chieftain’s gazes to the east during the meal and the direction of the warrior’s trail. At some point the adventurers will have to stop, and when they do so they lose sight of their quarry.

Once they do make camp (and as the evening falls), they hear the satyr’s pipes for the first time. Each character must make a roll of POW x 5 or less or be forced to focus on following the sound — even if they already have zero fatigue points (remember, characters will be unable to move once fatigue points reach a negative total as great as their starting number). Affected characters will keep on moving until they drop from exhaustion. When they do so, affected adventurers will, however, only regain lost fatigue at half the normal rate.

The Hill of Peace

Eventually the adventurers will arrive at the source of the satyr’s song. It is up to you to determine how long and difficult their journey was and the nature of any encounters.

Rising from the grassland ahead of the adventurers is a low mound, its sides blanketed with wild flowers. People are walking on the side of the mound or sitting in little groups amongst the flowers. Everyone is laughing or smiling. If the adventurers think to listen, they can no longer hear the sound of the pipes.

There is an obvious tunnel entrance towards the base of the mound, and the people seem to be entering and leaving it at will.
The Converted

There are a couple of hundred people milling around the outside of the mound, all doing very delirious happiness. These are the converts of the satyr, and should be played as peace-loving flower children, fixed gazing the eyes of, all trying to persuade the adventurers to throw down their arms and sway to the 'music of love.' Groups of the Converted will be approaching the adventurers as soon as they are spotted and follow them about trying, in all sincerity, to show them the joys of peace.

The Converted present problems to the player characters, as they are a group of essentially innocent people who get in the way of their mission. This is a real chance to work on the consciences of the players, as their chances of survival are virtually nil if the characters are followed everywhere by a screaming, laughing mob. Violence, however, will be met with confusion and sympathy for those inflicting it.

- Forgive them, Brothers and Sisters, for they have not heard the Song of Peace!
- Kill me if it will help you find your inner enlightenment, Brother!
- Love is all around you, Sister. Put down your Weapons of Hate and Armour of Despair and rejoice with me that we are cleansed! We Urghshk-coff-arrghh...

You see the delights of the situation?

There is also another major problem in that a group of mercenaries has been converted, turned into single-minded death machines by the satyr. The song he used on them was one of hate and war, not of peace, and the adventurers are obvious enemies to their sick and twisted minds. The mercenaries are muddling with the other, peaceful Converted, awaiting an opportunity to strike. They will wait until individual adventurers are covered in flower garlands, off guard and surrounded by young women explaining the need for love. One of the same women pulling out an axe or dagger from beneath her robes and attempting to (literally) hammer the point home may come as a surprise. Attacks made in this fashion will not be a concerted rush, but individual attempted stabdings and the like.

The adventurers should eventually become fairly paranoid, surrounded as they are by lunatics expressing their desire for love and peace, who attack them at irregular intervals. Spottting the dangerous members of the Converted is difficult, and requires a successful Scan roll to spot someone suspicious in the crowd. Detect Enemy has an obvious use, but the spell has a fairly short duration and if the adventurers are really worried they are probably regarding all the Converted as potential enemies anyway. Setting off a Detect Enemy spell will only add to the adventurers confuse anyway, as the entire mound and the surrounding area lights up like a bonfire.

Any attempt to use Oratory will fail - and forcing the masses to convert back to their respective tribes is difficult unless one of the adventurers had the foresight to bring their club and a large wagon into the tunnel entrance.

The adventurers will be drawn into the tunnels if they make a POW roll vs 16 magic, satyr is expending. The tunnels towards the satyr will also tend to carry the adventurers into the caves as well. Moving against this flow is difficult, but (assuming they manage to resist the pipes) standing still is less so.

If the adventurers do climb to the top of the mound they find the source of the sound: an outlet for the air stream which emanates from the fissure in the audience cavern. As the pipes are played the sound is carried into the air stream and amplified, and then carried far from the mound.

If the adventurers are swept into the mound, or have gone there of their own free will, they travel along the corridor to the audience chamber. Here there are hundreds of people sitting and waiting quietly for the satyr to play. Adventurers who have been drawn down here by the pipes can make a second POW roll in an attempt to break free from the influence of the satyr's song. Those free from the song's effects may try to break out of the crowd, into one of the side corridors. This requires either a Luck Roll (POW x 5) to be at the edge of the crowd or a roll of STR x 5 to barge through the mass.

When the hall is full the satyr stops playing his song that draws his acolytes to the audience. The adventurers have time to act now if they were under his control up to this point. After a few moments, the satyr begins the song of madness and the fun really starts...

The Mound

A. The Entrance Hall - it is painted with very simple pictures of flowers and people. It is well lit by groups of torches which line the walls and give off a flickering light. There are no guards here at any time.

B. The Store Room - The valuable goods of all the Converted are stored here, and there are a fair number of good quality fur and occasional pieces of jewellery. The entrance to this treasure trove is constantly guarded by one of the converted ex-mercenaries who wears a 4AP helmet with leather padding that covers his ears. He will not hear a stealthy approach or the song which was meant to draw him to the audience chamber.

C. Food Chamber - There are a dozen cooking fires here, each with a stew pot. All the food has, however, been doctored by Darkeleaf the Elf (see The Elf Cave and Non-Player Characters) with a Potency 12 poison. Resisting on CON will result in there being no effect on anyone who eats the food; failure results in the affected character behaving as if Befuddled for 20-CON hours. A victim of the poison is also very suggestible.

D. The Satyr's Cave - A couple of straw pallets litter the floor of this cave, along with other evidence of the satyr's life style: half finished haunches of meat, empty bags of ale and the like. Strung into one of the pallets is best of jewellery brought by the Converted. This includes a gold ring with a Speedart matrix, a magical pebble that hums to itself when it is touched (but has no other use) and an assortment of small gems and rings worth 123 pennies.

E. The Elf Cave - This is the home of Darkeleaf the Elf, a skilled alchemist who has decided to use his talents in the service of the Chaos Gods because of his researches and predictions, his skin is blackened and brightened with the elf equivalent of Dutch Elm disease.
If an adventure enters the cave Darkleaf pre-reduced to his pitiful state by the malice of adventurers in any way, and offering them food and offering them food as above). The torches are dragged with a herb which will weaken the will of anyone who breathes the smoke (Potency 14 vs CON, and acting as a Demoralize spell). In all there are 30 torches stacked in one corner, near a metal brazier which keeps the chamber uncomfortably hot.

Darkleaf has few possessions, and he carries most of these in a belt pouch. He sleeps in a hollow of rock, lined with his cloak. Hidden beneath are small pots of two different salts. One is the concoction he has used to drug the food, the other serves as a protection against the satyr's song, numbing the hearing of a listener when rubbed into the ears. Normal hearing is not affected.

**F. Troll Hole** - Gazdorr the cave troll serves the satyr for his own, unknowable reasons. He is certainly not affected by the emotional manipulations of the pipes as he appears to have no emotions. Whatever his reasons, he is a loyal guard for the satyr. At the sound of anyone entering the corridor he will immediately come to investigate.

Gazdorr has few possessions, merely a decorated bronze abacus and a pile of patterned stones. If anyone manages to sneak into his hole, Gazdorr is squatting in the middle of the floor moving the backswards and forwards and transferring the stones between various small piles. Despite appearances, Gazdorr is not an average cave troll. He is neither stupid nor gullible, and he behaves as a level-headed professional warrior.

**G. Mercenary Quarters** - This is where the mercenary converts are normally housed. The chambers is clean and well kept, with 14 beds, lockers, cleaning and mess gear. A thorough search will turn up a few low denomination coins.

**H. The Audience Chamber** - is huge, with many entrances from the corridor which leads to the food hall. On one wall there is a ledge some 80 feet above the floor. It is from here that the satyr plays his pipes, the sound being carried up and out of the room by a fissure in the floor through a gap in the ceiling. The air stream will deflect any missiles weapons in an unpredictable manner (70% chance to hit a target on the ledge).

It is possible for the adventures to climb up the wall to the ledge. A successful Jump roll is needed to cross the fissure, followed by a roll of less than DEX x 5 to cling to the wall. Three Climb rolls are necessary to reach the ledge, and every time an adventurer attempts to move up the wall a roll of STR x 5 or less must also be made. If the STR roll is failed the character will be blown from the wall by a particularly powerful blast, and will fall down the fissure, taking 6D6 damage on arrival at the bottom of the fissure.

When the satyr begins to play the whole hall will act as a huge amplifier. This time his song is neither pleasant nor easy to listen to, but the audience will still be held in thrall by the sound - a high pitched, bowing giggle of malicious madness, the sound of an insane god's laugh at the world. His song of madness will take only 15 minutes to wreck the brains of all who are in the hall. Those affected will immediately lose all pretense of love and peace and become filled with hatred and bloodlust.

If the satyr gets this far, the hall will empty out of the chamber and with maddened and maddened minds... to reset the effects of the way as for any other song. Caverns are mildly affected by the madness, with bonuses to POW when resisting the song and/or a limited duration to the homicidal miasma. The song is aimed very specifically at the audience in the hall who are already susceptible and has less effect without the mass togetherness of the Converted.

**The Final Showdown**

The battle with the satyr on the ledge above the audience chamber is the dramatic climax to this adventure. The satyr does not have time to use his pipes to influence the adventurers, but he can engage in hand-to-hand combat. His favoured tactic is to head butt an opponent, hoping for a knockback off the wall into the fissure below.

There is little space on the ledge for a running fight, although one adventurer will certainly be able to stand on the ledge and fight the satyr. If a second adventurer tries to enter the fight a successful DEX x 5 roll is required each combat round (at SR 10) to avoid falling. There is no room for the third adventurer.

The Converted will be too lost in the satyr's song and its effects to interfere with any adventurers climbing up to the ledge; or a fight. Only when the satyr is dead will they react in any way.

**Now the Show is Over...**

Happy that they have completed their mission, the adventurers may be rather surprised at the reaction of the stunned converts. The initial reaction is one of absolute silence, and then bedlam breaks loose. Many of them cry and tear their hair at the sight of their 'messiah' being slaughtered. The ex-mercenaries will all charge towards the entrance to the ledge aiming to tear the adventurers into very small pieces. The adventurers will be happy to know that they are now cornered on the ledge with a very long drop behind them.

If they move quickly the adventurers should be allowed to escape from their certain deaths in the confusion that follows. The hall is not particularly well-lit, and characters with a bit of wit can try to fade into the crowd and hope that they are not recognised as messiah-killers. They won't be in the hysteria, but they needn't know that... Staying to fight it out with the mercenaries is singularly ill-advised.

**What Now?**

Once the initial shock and hysteria has died away, the satyr's converts will begin drifting away to their homes. At this point, the adventurers are (relatively) safe in admitting part in the affair. The break-up of the community takes several days, and the adventurers may be in a position to collect the rewards and return them to their camp in time for the ceremony.

Some of the Converted are, not surprisingly, scarred for life by their experiences, holding on with grim determination to the dreams of love and peace that the satyr gave them. If this adventure is used as part of a continuing campaign some of the survivors form a small cult which preaches peace on earth and universal love - a dangerous occupation in most roleplaying worlds.
Once (and if) the adventurers admit they kill obviously objects of uncutlass and individual fanatics of ramming this point home would be during any victory feast that Braggaza gives in honor of the adventurers, as rescued nomads turn their backs on their rescuers.

Finally, if the players failed to stop the satyr's song of madness there is the minor problem of a couple of hundred murderous religious fanatics on the loose.

Notes on Play
There are deliberately no distances mentioned in the text of the adventure When Mad Gods Laugh works best when run the players believe that they are up against a deadline. There is little real point in having the adventurers arrive after the satyr has finished turning his followers into mindless psychopaths. The climax to the adventure is an accompaniment to the steady rise of the satyr's song of madness. Ideally the adventurers should get to the ledge as the last notes are being played.

Non-Player Characters
Converted Mercenary

**Characteristics**

STR 14 CON 15 SIZ 14 INT 11 POW 12 DEX 13 APP 12

**Attributes**

Move 3 Hit Points 15 Fatigue 23 Magic Points 12 DEX SR 3

**AP/HP**


**Weaponry**

Shortsword SR 7 Attack 58 Damage 1D6+1+1D4

Parry 35 AP 10

Dagger SR 8 Attack 62 Damage 1D4+2+1D4 Parry 29 AP 6

**Skills**

Dodge 34, Hide 62, Sneak 52, Gibber Insanely 76, Scan 67

**Spells**

Spirit Magic 59, Heal 3, Protection 1, Bladestep 1

**Notes**

Each mercenary wears cumberbund and padding under thick woolen robes; weaponry is also kept hidden under robes. No set number of mercenaries is specified in the adventure. Use the above statistics as the pacing of the adventure demands.

Average Convert

The average convert should be regarded as spare NPC/cannon-fodder with low POW and possibly CON for dramatic effect. They will not fight, or even dodge a blow.

**Darkleaf the Elf**

**Characteristics**

STR 9 CON 10 SIZ 12 INT 21 POW 16 DEX 16 APP 3

**Attributes**

Move 2 Hit Points 11 DEX SR 2

**AP/HP**

R Leg 1/4 L Leg 1/4 Abdomen 1/4 Chest 1/5 R Arm 1/3 L Arm 1/3 Head 1/4

**Weaponry**

Torch (2H club) SR 3 Attack 45 Damage 1D6+1(+1D4 if hit) Parry 38 AP 5

**Skills**

Dodge 12, Mineral Lore 87, Plant Lore 67, Brew Poison 98, Fast Talk 67

**Notes**

Darkleaf wears 1AP leather armour. In his belt pouch he carries a small bronze idol worth 213 pennies, a salve to hold his rotting flesh together and 42 pennies.

**Gazdorr the Cave Troll**

**Characteristics**

STR 24 CON 14 SIZ 26 INT 15 POW 12 DEX 10 APP 4

**Attributes**

Move 3 Hit Points 20 Fatigue 36 Magic Points 12 DEX SR 3

**AP/HP**


**Weaponry**

War Maul SR 4 Attack 54 Damage 1D10+3+2D6 Parry - AP 12

Claw SR 7 Attack 67 Damage 1D6+2D6 Parry - AP As L Arm

**Spells**

Spirit Magic 57; Bludgeon 2, Heal 2, Detect Enemy

**Notes**

Regenerates 1 HP per location per round. 3 AP skin.

**The Satyr**

**Characteristics**

STR 21 CON 14 SIZ 25 INT 17 POW 19 DEX 15 APP 12

**Attributes**

Move 5 Hit Points 20 Fatigue 35

Magic Points 19+25=44 DEX SR 3

**AP/HP**

R Leg 6/7 L Leg 6/7 Abdomen 6/7 Chest 4/9 R Arm 4/6 L Arm 4/6 Head 6/7

**Weaponry**

Head Butt SR 6 Attack 65 Damage 1D6 Parry - AP As Head

**Skills**

Dodge 39

**Notes**

The satyr's 3AP skin and increased SIZ are chaotic features.

**Magic**

The emotion controlling pipes are only usable (to effect) by a satyr. However, each time they are played there is a cumulative 2% chance that they will bestow a Chaotic feature on their player
The Broken Nose Tribal Army List

by Richard Halliwell & Rick Priestley

This article is based on the army lists given in Ravaging Hordes - the latest Warhammer publication. Because of the unique history of the Broken Nose tribe, their army is not atypical of goblin forces. The army described below is intended for friendly games not the Warhammer League.

Boggrub Legriker squats beneath a withered shrub on a high peak overlooking the western mouth of the Blackfire Pass. He is gnawing on the leg bone of some creature which had better remain un-named, with him is Gutbug, his faithful lieutenant. Gutbug is concentrating on removing an obstruction from his left nostril. Boggrub is staring at the landscape spread out below like a picnic. With an expression bordering on the thoughtful he scans the lush, rolling plains of eastern Averland. This tribe, the Broken Nose goblins, have spent years battling through the Worlds Edge Mountains to reach this point. Since they captured Skull Crusher and Lead Belcher, two dwarven engines of war, nothing has stood in their way. Now the tribe is encamped in the pass ready for their most ambitious stunt to date - an expedition into the fringes of the Empire.

Boggrub surveys the lush pastures and the tiny little villages dotted...
across the plains and disappearing into the distance. 'Easy pickings' he
mutters, half to himself.

Gutbug extends his index finger from up his nose, flexes it and looks at
its tip 'I fortit wuz hard work myself. Worri, biggest one I ever 'ad though.'

'Not yer nose, that lot, there.'

Gutbug looks up at the landscape, frowning because he's not noticed it
yet. He nods his agreement but, 'Agr about, wot theils vat?'

They both squint at the cloud of dust and the shapes moving around in
it, Boggrub is the first to venture an opinion. 'Urr, stundies, 'undreds of 'em'

Gutbug peers at the scurrying figures, his forehead creases as he tries
to count them. This exercise proves a little too much and he loses track
somewhere around 12, and there are still scores more emerging from behind
a bend in the chasm. Slowly they begin to form up into regiments, blocking
the pass. The two goblins watch as, with dwarven precision and organisation,
tents are pitched and stockades built. 'Bludliek boss, they musta known we
was comin'. We'll never get past wivout an army.'

Boggrub pauses for thought, a small thought but quite a long pause
'Minim, y'right - an army - Badbreath's boys're still somewhere ound'are,
they'll probably be nunching them stundies we bashed a way back up the
pass. N' then there's Spinnin' Spat, and 'is loonies.'

'Yer, ar' we could go find ye Kill Yoo Crew, n givum sum munny.'

'An' Toerag's hitt'uns. I saw some soothin' does a bit back, that'll be

then! I bet' squawks Boggrub with mounting excitement, 'at some o' Wolfy's
lot, be no problem. Well wot yer wantin' for?'

Gutbug looks confused. 'Wot?'

'Wot yer wantin' for?' repeats Boggrub, smacking Gutbug round the head
with the leg bone by way of punctuation 'Wot, you, wantin' for? Go, ar',
gotten.'

SPECIAL RULES

The profiles and rules for the various troops can be found in Warhammer
Battle. The rules below are for types not included in the main set.

GOBLIN FANATICS

The goblin fanatics are drug-crazed followers of a particularly nasty goblin
cult. The fanatics use the legendary goblin ball and chain, this a purely fantasy
weapon - not the ordinary inoffensive morning star type of thing used by
medieval knights, but a huge solid metal ball suspended on a chain several
feet long. Only a creature with absolutely no regard for the dangers of a slipped
disc would even look at such a thing.

Desensitised and thoroughly blazed on a strange herbal preparation, these
revered fanatics hide themselves amongst the ranks of ordinary goblin
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units. Gibbering squeaky little incantations through foaming lips, they are hurled into battle by those around them, their green-glowing staring mad and unseeing. Once within a reasonable distance of an enemy regiment, the crazed goblings are pushed into the fray by their comrades (with some relief on the part of those behind the walls). With no knowledge of what's happening around them the whirring goblin fanatics plough through anything in their way, freed and foe alike. Eventually the narcotics wear off and the acolytes collapse in a state of exhaustion, or his heart falls under the strain and gives out altogether. Many of these warriors die as they stumble into trees or holes in the ground, their weapons then become a liability as the chains become entangled in trees or swing round and decapitate the user.

A model equipped with this weapon is mounted on a circular card base 1" in radius. Because the goblin fanatic is instantly hidden amongst its fellows it is not placed on the card until ready for use. The player must write down how many fanatics are present in a unit of ordinary goblings; these are represented by normal goblin models until they attack.

As soon as the sheltering unit comes within 8" of an enemy the fanatics must be released towards their foe. This happens automatically no matter which side's turn it is, and irrespective of the normal turn sequence. Each fanatic model is point in a direction determined by the controlling player and moves off in this direction a distance of 2D6", Any unit in the way of the fanatic is moved over and suffers D6 automatic strength 6 hits with no saving throw for armour. The fanatic's path and the damage it causes is worked out immediately. Opponents may never fight back against a fanatic - they're too busy trying to get out of the way.

Once it has made its initial out of sequence move the fanatic model is subsequently moved at the beginning of that side's move. However, the goblin has now lost all sense of direction, so direction and move distance become random. This is dangerous for anyone close by. For each fanatic model nominate one direction as 12 o'clock and roll a D12. The direction the model moves corresponds to the numbers read on the die. It moves 2D6" and crosses over all units in its path doing damage as above.

Any model rolling a double for movement in any turn following its initial move is removed as a casualty of its own weapon - either a victim of heart failure or the inability to control the whirling bell. Any fanatic model moving into a building, wooded area or over an obstacle is automatically removed.

**SNOTTINGS**

Snotlings are grouped together on a single base in ranks of 3 making a total of 9 models on the base. In combat each base makes 3 attacks and can withstand 9 wounds. Record casualties for the entire regiment, when this reaches 9 wounds remove one base. No deduction in fighting power is experienced due to loss of wounds until an entire base is removed.

Snotlings never charge or receive charges unless they outnumber their enemy by at least three to one. If a regiment of snotlings is charged by a unit which it does not outnumber by three to one, it must run away. Thus a regiment of 9 models (27 models) would run away if it were charged by 18 or more humans, but could receive the charge if there were only 18 men. For multi-wound creatures such as ogres and giants, use the same ratio but count their number of wounds. Thus the 6-base snotling regiment would run away if charged by 7 or more ogres (21 wounds). Snotlings used as skirmishers must run away from other skirmishers unless they outnumber their opponent by 3 to 1 or more.

**PUFFBALLS**

Puffballs are a weapon used exclusively by the snotlings. If a regiment of snotlings is equipped with puffballs it is assumed that each base contains models carrying sufficient puffballs for an unlimited number of shots.

Puffballs are effective only against ordinary living creatures. They don't harm things like skeletons, demons, zombies or ghouls. They are used like other shots once a turn, but may shoot once a turn, regardless of the number of figures equipped with puffballs. Roll to hit as normal, but treat misses as 'duds' which haven't exploded.

When a puffball scores a hit, place a 2" diameter template over the target model. Models whose bases are even partially within a puffball's zone of effect must test by rolling D6 and comparing it to their toughness. If the die score equal or less than the puffball's toughness, the target suffers DP damage. A successful save means the puffball is deflected by the spores that foul the test, by scoring more than their toughness loss. 1 point form all their characteristic for the duration of the battle, although they are then immune to further such attacks.

**WOLF RIDERS**

Goblins rarely use conventional horses as mounts, they prefer the bestial savagery of trained wolves. A goblin riding a wolf has his fighting prowess increased by the animal's own attack. This is a bite attack which may be delivered only towards the front. When using wolf riders remember that their armour saving throw is increased by 1 for being mounted.

Wolf - basic points 2 × 7/6 when used as a mount

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Int</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>WP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WAR ENGINES**

Both of the war engines detailed below are subject to the following rules.

Movement: The engines are fitted with wheels and can be pushed by the crew. Speed equals ½ per crewman pushing, up a maximum of 3'. Engines never move and cannot cross obstacles or difficult ground, nor may they be deployed on difficult ground.

Fire Area: The engines may only engage targets within an arc 22½ degrees either side of straight ahead.

**ATTacking The Engines**

The engine has the toughness and wounds given on its profile. It may only be attacked in hand-to-hand combat once the crew has been killed. The engine can be shot at with a large target, but most weapons will lack the strength to damage it. The crew count the engine as soft cover if it is, rather than the machine, who are being shot at.

**SKULL CRUSHER**

Skull Crusher is a dwarf trebuchet which was captured by the tribe at the Battle of Karak Azul. Brues the normal rules given for stone-throwers, except that the hit procedure is slightly different: and the weapon magically ignites its ammunition, turning a conventional stone into a ball of fire.

The trebuchet nominates the target point as usual but rolls to hit on the standard chart on page 19 of the Combat volume. Use Skull Crusher's how skill of 5 and ignore cover modifiers unless the target is in woods or built up areas. Count shots at 30-48" as long range. If the shots misses use a D62 'clockface rol' for the direction of deviation, and a D64 for the extent of deviation.

Models whose bases lie even partially within the 2" diameter effect template suffer the normal D3 strength 6 hits, plus an additional D61 points of fire damage.

Skull Crusier - 150 points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Int</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>WP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEAD BELCHER**

Lead Belcher is another of the tribe's acquisitions from the dwarfs. Lead Belcher is an organ gun, comprising three small bombard and one howitzer. In any turn the crew can fire either the small bombard or the howitzer, but never both.

The lower three guns operate as ballards, according to the Warhammer rules (p 31, Warhammer, Vol 1). They fire together, and only have a single 2" fire corridor, but any target within this area takes D3 strength 6 hits. They must not fire independently of each other, but self or separately. Otherwise, it operates exactly as if it were a stone-thrower.

The whole machine has a minimum crew of 3. Its profile is as follows:

Lead Belcher - 175 points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Int</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>WP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The organ gun starts the game with both the bombard and the howitzer already loaded. A separate record should be kept of the status of each of these, as they must be reloaded after every shot. Reloading takes place
in the move phase. If the gun is repositioned or moved it cannot be reloaded. Reload depending time on the number of crewmen present.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crew</th>
<th>Reloading Time</th>
<th>Howitzer</th>
<th>Bombsards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the time given to reload the bombsards is for all three, they may not be only partially reloaded.

**ARMY LIST**

The list below is for armies of between 1500 and 2000 points, slightly smaller than those given in *Ravening Hordes*. The player is free to choose the troops within the limits maximum and minimum limits given. The character models must be included in the army.

**Broken Nose Goblins**

Broken Nose regiments of at least 20 models may be given a regimental standard bearer, regiments of 30 or more may be given a musician. Musicians and standard bearers cost double the points of a basic trooper.

- **Bogrub Legblit**; goblin minor hero and army commander. Bogrub is armed with a sword, wears chaumal armour and carries a shield. He costs 87 points.
- **Guthug**, goblin minor hero. Guthug is armed with a sword, wears chaumal armour and carries a shield. He costs 27 points.
- **Stink, Raibrain and Pussbelly**, goblin champions. Basic points cost for each model may be doubled. A scroll will allow the use of a weapon. He costs 4 points.
- **Additional cost to give champions spears or short bows ½ point each.**
- **Extra cost for a shield ¼ point per model**
- **Extra for a metal breastplate or chaumal armour: ½ point each.**

- **Juju Rutting**, goblin shaman. Juju is a level 2 magician, because of his relatively low intelligence Juju knows a maximum of 6 spells, these may be chosen before a battle commences and cost 10 points each. Juju is unarmoured, carries a dagger and costs 100 points.

- **25-100 Broken Nose Warriors** in regiments of 25 or more. The warriors are goblins armed with hand weapons. Each one costs 2½ points. Up to 50% of the warriors present may be armed with spears. This costs ¼ point per model.
- **Additional cost to equip up to 50% of the warriors present with shields: ¼ point per model**
- **Up to 25% of the warriors present may be given chaumal armour: ½ point per model.**

- **50-150 Broken Nose Archers** in regiments of 25 or more. They are armed with knives and short bows, and each model costs 2½ points.
- **Up to 50% of the archers being used may be given chaumal armour at a cost of ¼ a point per model.**

- **Skull Crusher** acting independently with a crew of four unarmoured goblins with hand weapons. The basic model costs 159 points.
- **Skull Cruncher** may have up to eight extra crew at 2¼ points each.
- **Lead Belcher** acting independently with a crew of four unarmoured goblins. The basic model costs 164 points.
- **Extra crew (up to 8) for lead belcher cost 2¼ points.**

**Spinning Spat’s Whirling Loonies**

Goblin fanatics are covered in the rules above. The player must write down which regiment the fanatics are hiding in at the start of the battle. To hide them properly there must be at least nine ordinary troopers for each fanatic.

- **8 Goblin Fanatics** hidden amongst the Broken Nose goblin regiment. The fanatics are armed with the special ball and chain weapon. They cost 30 points per model.

**Badbreath’s Beaters**

The Beaters are simple, every day, folk. They’ll go along with Bogrub’s army for the chance of a decent meal. The very notion of a standard or musician is totally incomprehensible to them.

- **6 Trolls** in a single regiment. The trolls are unarmoured and carry clubs (hand weapons). They cost 66 points each.

**Titchy Torrag’s Ankle Slashers**

Titchy Torrag’s lads are snottings. Snotting regiments are generally too stupid to use regimental standard bearers or musicians.

- **0-15 Snotting Bases**, in regiments of 5 or more bases. The snottings are armed with hand weapons. Each base costs 30 points.
- **Additional cost to equip a snotting base with auffulls. 5 points each.**

**Wolfgang Wout’s Wolf Rider Gang**

Wolf Rider regiments of at least 10 models may be given a regimental standard bearer, regiments of 15 or more may be given a musician. Musicians and standard bearers cost twice as much as a basic trooper.

- **Wolfgang Wout**, goblin minor hero. Wolfgang rides wolfback, carries a shield and a sword and costs 36 points.
- **0-40 Wolf Riders** in regiments of 10 or more. Each rider is an unarmoured goblin carrying hand weapons and a shield. They cost 10¼ points each.
- **Extra cost to equip the riders with either a spear or a short bow. ¾ point per model.**
- **Extra to equip the riders with chaumal armour: ½ point per model.**

**The Kill You Crew**

The Kill You Crew are hobgoblin mercenaries. Regiments of 15 or more may have a standard bearer, those of 20 or more may have a musician. Musicians and standard bearers cost twice as much as a basic model.

- **Slitter Skudt**; hobgoblin champion. Slitter is armed with a sword, wears chaumal armour and carries a shield. He costs 8½ points.
- **0-30 Hobgoblin Warriors** in regiments of 10 or more. The warriors are armed with swords and carry hand weapons. Each model costs 5½ points.
- **Additional cost to give the warriors spears: ½ point per model**
- **Additional cost to arm up to 10 warriors with double-handed axes or swords: 1 point per model**
- **Additional cost to arm any of the warriors with metal breastplate or chaumal armour: 1 point per model.**

- **0-30 Hobgoblin Archers** in regiments of 10 or more. They are armed with hand weapons and bows and each model costs 5½ points.
- **Additional cost to equip the archers with chaumal armour: 1 point per model.**

**Skirmishers**

Skirmishers chosen from existing regiments. Using troops as skirmishers is free but they must obey the special rules (p63, Warhammer Vol 1). The only troops which may be selected as skirmishers are goblins and archers, snottings and wolf riders.

**TACTICS**

A goblin’s weapon skill is quite low but his bow skill is perfectly acceptable. While it seems like a good idea to buy lots of goblin archers and shoot the enemy to death, this won’t work because of inter-goblinoid animosity. This army is thus one that it has to be brought up to close quarters very quickly. However, large regiments of bowmen can provide invaluable supporting fire and pick off some of the enemy’s crack troops before they can be brought to bear. Such regiments should either be used as skirmishers are stationed in isolated vantage points such as hills or high buildings.

The same can be said of the two engines - Skull Crusher and Lead Belcher, both should concentrate fire on the best troops in the other side’s ranks. Lead Belcher is particularly nasty because of its devastating effect when fired into a regiment’s flank. The threat of this happening can be used to construct the enemy’s movements and ability to manoeuvre. Players willprobably find that Lead Belcher is more useful when deployed on the army’s flanks, rather than in the centre. Remember to station a small regiment of goblins close to the engines to protect them from enemy charges.

The wolf riders are strong melee troops but will be wasted if they are simply sent against the enemy centre. Their mobility allows them to threaten the outflank and encircle the enemy. The threat of being outflanked may force the opposing player to waste troops in futile charges after the wolf riders. If the riders do manage to get behind the enemy they can either harass them with bowfire, take reserves or charge simultaneouly from frontal attacks.

The hobgoblins and trolls have some pretty strange habits but they are the best shock troops in the army. They should be at the focal point of any onslaught on the opposing ranks. They should not however be committed against opponents who will easily beat them. The enemy’s best troops should be tied down either by threats from the wolf riders, by skirmishers or, as a last resort, by attacks from hobgoblin regiments. Hobgoblin regiments attacking the enemy elite will almost certainly get hacked to shreds, but the melee and the subsequent pursuit and rallying will win valuable time.

**Good luck!**
The Nature of Assassins

The traditional picture of an assassin is of an ugly little man, dressed in black, lurking in an alleyway with a poisoned dagger and huge psychological problems. Roleplaying is, however, no longer about cardboard-cutout stereotypes. All sorts of characters should be looked at as individuals, and each class examined in see what can be made of their abilities. This article started with the idea of Robin Hood as an assassin for its shock value. As you look at it, though, the idea becomes less ridiculous, apart from the fact that their alignment is unquestionably good, there is no reason why the Merry Men can’t be assassins. Consider the amount of time they spend sneaking around the shadows of Nottingham Castle and getting into locked rooms containing taxes, as well as taking sentences out with a single blow. To peasants, a group of assassins opposing an oppressive group of barons and forcing them to pay for the tax collectors will look like heroes. Since the assassins will be doing their best to ensure that the peasants continue to think that, the tales of the group will reflect the fact. Sure enough, under the present rule that assassins must be evil, they should be much more popular.

The Dark Brotherhood (WD48) proposed that assassins should not be restricted to evil alignment. Although ‘Killing for profit’ is the antithesis of evil (killing for the fun of it fails that bill), there are few GMs around who run their games by that theory. Many neutrals paid non-human settlers not to rescue innocent humans, or for some similar reason, but purely for the money. Mercenary soldiers kill when called upon to do so purely for the profit. Is killing a known target for a fixed fee any worse? According to the Dark Brotherhood, it’s less so. If someone wants an enemy dead strongly enough to hire a professional for the task there, must be something unpleasant about the target, while even blandly evil good people get killed in wars. Thus, Assassins may be either neutral or evil.

This brings up the first major change of attitude to assassins. By definition, assassins kill people for money. However, membership of the Assassins’ Guild no longer demands that you kill people for money rather than working for MI6 demands that you frequent Monte Carlo casinos armed with a PPK. Any organisation solely devoted to killing people will be seen as a major problem, unlicensed and eliminated by the Secret Police. For their own safety, the Guild must become indispensable to the ruling class of their land. Often, this means that they are the Secret Police, but whatever their cover or usefulness to the Establishment, they will arrange things in such a way.

Murder contracts are few and far between, and an organisation cannot be run no so slim pickings. Instead, the Guilds are based on their information-gathering organisation, an expansive and expensive network of informers, spies, and gossipmongers.

Thieving Abilities

Although not based on a criminal organisation, the Assassins’ Guild lives by criminal means. Burglary is an excellent method of acquiring information, so all Guild members are well-drafted in the essential skills moving silently, hiding in shadows, climbing walls, and picking locks. Less commonly, interesting facts can be overheard by a carefully placed ear (hear noise) or papers can even be stolen in the street (pickpocketing). Sounds like a familiar list of skills?

Since they all receive training in these skills, Assassins can keep their professional skills sharp while making quick profits from crime. Usually, they favour burglary and confidence tricks, the crimes nearest their ‘real’ profession. Because of this different emphasis in their training, assassins are better at some the技能ing skills than a true thief, and worse at others. The ability of an assassin trained from here onwards is to refer to the Guild’s elite agents, the character class, whether PC or NPC, rather than the other thieves, informers, spies, bodyguards and so on who happen to be members of the Guild (to move silently, hide in shadows, climb walls, and read languages) is the same as that of a thief two levels senior to the assassin, finding and removing traps is at the same chance as that of a two levels his junior, and picking pockets as one three levels lower. Only in their chances to open locks and hear noise are thieves and assassins equal. Adjust your thief Functions Table in the following way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Pick Open Find/Remove Move Thief Pockets Locks Traps Silently</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>15% 15% 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>20% 10% 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>25% 15% 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>36% 25% 20% 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASSASSIN MODIFIERS: -3 Same -2 +2

(The Level)

The Read Languages ability of thieves is further expanded. At first level, assassins, therefore, are only 15% and the chance is the same to Comprehend Languages. If the Assassin makes his roll, he will understand the gist of what is being said in a language he doesn’t know through his understanding of body language and comparative linguistics (now you know why they need above-average intelligence!). Obviously, the language must be one which the Assassin could reasonably expect to understand - fire giants aren’t that different to humans and can be understood, but what a leader is saying to his wolf-pack, or indeed a gnome to a rabbit, involves totally different body language and semantic conventions. There are modifiers to this ability.

Intelligence: 11 12 13 14
Modifie: -10% -5% 0 0

Race: Dwarf Elf Gnome
Modifie: -5% +10% +5%

Illustrated by Stephen Tappin.
If you use alignment tongues they can be understood with a Comprehend Languages
roll, as will highly technical jargon. The ability does not allow the assassin to speak
the understood language.

**Violence**

As well as the criminal arts, assassins must learn the use of violence. As previously
noted, although it is called the Assassins' Guild, assassination fees are rare but the
diligent operative must always be prepared to take one on. Besides this, violent death
is always a possibility in their other activities, and they must be trained in the skills
required so that they can hand it out rather than meet it.

Initially, they are trained with three
weapon skills. Usually, one of these will be
Dagger or perhaps Brawling (which covers
the use of all unorthodox weapons: beer-
nugs, chairs, hobbles, and so on), but there
are two skills not usually found elsewhere:

- **Garrote** Requires a surprise attack from
  behind the victim. If the attack is successful
  the victim cannot cry out and to rid himself of
  the garrote he must throw his attacker
  (requires a roll of 7+ on the DMG
  grappling tables) and spend one round
  unwrapping it and breathing in. During
  the time the garotte is being applied, the victim
  takes 1d6 per round cumulative damage
  (1d6 the first round, 2d6 the second, 3d6 the
  third...), with no bonus damage for
  strength (damage is due to oxygen loss, and
  extra strength will not close off any extra
  vessels). This damage is subdual damage,
  one-quarter of which is actual damage - so
  a victim will be choked into unconsciousness.

### Hide in Shadows Noise Climb Read

|                 | %     | %     | %      | %
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadows</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climb</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assassin's weapon-training has a peculiar slant**. Although only as competent in most
fights as thieves, the extra time they have spent
learning precision in their attacks pays off in
two ways. First, even if a normal assassination
attempt fails to kill the victim, allow it to
count as backstab if a roll to hit succeeds, it
is still a precision attack against an unsuspecting
victim. A second pay off comes logically from
one of the similar special abilities in the rules

Rangers have a special ability when in
combat with giant-class creatures: in melee
combat only (when blows can be precisely
placed) they do one extra point of damage per
level. Considering the differences between
dagger-armed kobolds, grappling trolls, and
greatsword-wielding cloud giants, this cannot
be due to their knowledge of such creatures'
fighting-style. It cannot be due to their hatred
for them, which would be reflected in the
same sort of modifier as dwarves' +1 to hit
orcs and wouldn't improve with level. It
can be due to a divine nudge on the elbow
with each blow, for that would also to be
dug into the right target. It must be
because of their knowledge of giant-class
creatures' anatomy. And who knows human
anatomy best?

Thus, in melee combat assassins cause +1
hit point of damage per level to human-class
creatures (humans, elves, half-elves, and half-
orcs). This damage is added to the damage
caused by a backstabbing attack before it is
multiplied for final damage determination

**Sprying and Infiltration**

Both criminal and combatative abilities are
important to assassins, but they have a third
significant function: the Assassins' Guilds are
information-gathering groups, the assassin is a
spy. Occasionally, he will be hired out to
clients and paid the standard Guild rate of 5sp
plus 2 sp per level to day's work (Mr. Blood Bond,
or the Guild may want him to do the
same sort of job at the same rate of pay) for
them, the sort of task which is often referred
to as 'infiltrate, evaluate, exterminate.' More
usually, he will be gathering any information
that the Guild pays for, or maintaining his cover identity as a solid
member of society. All these require the same
sort of skills: the ability to fit in without
appearing out of place. Assassins are thus
given more training in infiltration and
intelligence-gathering than any other field

The most important thing to learn for
infiltration is body language. It is a well-
known fact that if you look as if you belong
somewhere, no-one will question your right to
be there. This is the simplest use of body
language training for experts. More difficult is
the reading of people's faces and body
language and controlling your own. This is
the skill of which assassins are proudest - only
thieves have similar abilities.

An assassin's comprehension of body
language is better than that of other men, and
they know the signs which give away the
speaker's true meaning, giving them a 5% chance per level of detecting lies. Conversely, they
know how to control their own body
language, giving them a 5% chance per level of convincng a suspicious listener of an
unlikely tale (adjust this chance upwards for
more plausible stories or less hostile
audiences). This ability reduces the chance of a
lie being detected by an assassin or
thieves by 2% per level of the liar. It also
makes them the best people to use for
establishing sign language communications.

Example: Thanish the 6th level assassin has
been hired to spy on the army led by the
famous tactician Gillana Truscio. Caught by
a patrol, he tries to convince its leader that
he's a local out hunting. His basic chance of
convincing the patrol of this is 6 x 5% =
30%, but the GM rules that since he is
appropriately dressed and - having worked
here before - can imitate the local accent
convincingly, his chance is raised to 90%
The patrol leader believes him, but explains
that he is under orders to bring in anyone he
finds outside their own homes, and brings him
in for interrogation. It's not Tarah's lucky day
- Gillana herself is talking to the officer in
charge of interrogating prisoners, and she is
overly a 10th level assassin, which reduces
Tarah's chance of fooling her. She has a 50%
chance of spotting the lie, minus 8% (for a
4th level assassin) trebled (for its plausibility),
which gives her a 26% chance. She rolls 17,
and he's in trouble.

Body language is a major contribution to a
successful infiltration, but sometimes more is
required, and the most common requirement is disguise. Disguise in the Players' Handbook
is a wonderful ability, totally unrelated to level,
intelligence, or such minor considerations.
Instead, here is a reasonably simple system:

Poison: Instead of merely buying poison
and using it as directed, characters with this
skill may make their own poisons and know
how to use them properly. Instead of learning another weapon skill, an assassin
can study according to the DMG, although
the training period takes only 5-20 weeks
and costs as much as the character should
pay to gain his next level. If a character
starts the same with Poison skill, of course,
it has already been paid for and time allocated.
The skill is only taught to assassins or clerics of Livia, Roman
goddess of poisons.
An assassin's basic chance of success fully disguising himself is 50%, plus 2% per level, plus an additional 4% per point of skill/luck (maximum 5%) modifier for each point of wisdom and charisma under 8, and with a plus or minus 5% modifier for each point of difference between the intelligence of the assassin and the intelligence of the victim. Since no-one likes to look a fool, members of a crowd are less likely to question disguises, so a crowd can be treated as if all its members have INT 8. Further modifiers are up to the GM -4% for a sea-change disguise, -5% per inch of height, -5% modifier for maximum 3" etc. Other classes may use disguise, in which case thieves have a basic chance of 25%, other characters 5%. If the disguise initially succeeds, its chance of failure will fall at the level suggested in the Player's Handbook, with a further modifier of 2% per day if it only succeeded because of the 'crowd effect' modifier.

Cover Professions

One of the difficulties an assassin faces when trying to infiltrate a situation where he can gain information (for kill someone) is that outsiders are always viewed with a certain amount of suspicion. Most societies are fairly insular and a newcomer is always the first suspect in a murder case or is watched more carefully in political, criminal, or economic organizations. For this reason, most assassins have training in some skill which allows them to move around without causing suspicion. A rich merchant arriving in town looks unusual, but not a wandering minstrel. Of course, many assassins have perfectly normal professions as their cover, putting them firmly into society in their home town. Due to the wandering nature of most player-characters, however, the following professions may be more appropriate as covers.

Newtellers are useful covers for assassins arriving in town. They are professional storytellers who arrive in town with news of the goings-on in other towns - gossip about political alliances, economic events (such as a grape blight which will affect this year's crop), and so on - as well as fairytales and exciting histories. If a donor, they will remain in town as long as the market will support them, selling their stories and collecting gossip for the next town. Needless to say, many of the genuine newtellers are working for various Assassins' Guilds anyway! Many assassins have served a year's apprenticeship as Talespinners (as they are often known) and posing as one is second nature to them.

Travelling Minstrels are similar to Talespinners, but while the Talespinners' prime market is the public streets during the day, a minstrel makes most profit in taverns in the evenings. Each has his advantages - no-one will think twice about newtellers eavesdropping and asking questions which would look odd in a minstrel, but minstrels are invited to more interesting places, as many people can afford to hire one for a party. The Travelling Minstrel's Dilemma* includes an assassin/musician who is the regular flautist with the local symphony orchestra. Once at these interesting parties, though, they never learn very much - people with secrets to discuss do so in a quiet corner - far away from the minstrel.

Mercenaries often travel in search of employment, and an assassin's knowledge of weaponry could make him a good, if only temporary, mercenary. As long as he can use a good mercenary weapon. If he has Dagger, Garrote, and Pocket Skull so his critical is low, he has no trouble with a mercenary he's not trained with - the professional mercenary will show him the way. The mercenary's cover can also explain the 'hard-eyed' look followers usually acquire.

Attractive female assassins have an obvious approach open to them. Remember that it is usually better to be a lady than a countess. If you are attractive to men, they will try to seduce you. Despite what you may have heard about pillow-talk, a man is more likely to be foolish and sweep her off her feet with his importance before any 'hanky-panky.'

On the other hand, don't be cool and stand-offish - they need some encouragement or they won't put the effort into it. This is, incidentally, an excellent way to assassinate a married man - he isn't going to tell anyone that he's meeting you in a quiet place.

Servants are often able to discover things far more simply than outsiders. Unfortunately, this isn't easy, since servants' jobs are much sought-after, and if your previous employers have a habit of dying while you worked for them references are hard to come by. One Assassins' Guild in any town has a business supplying servants for short periods - a kind of medieval temp agency. Although most of their members are straight, a few are assassins, and if entry to a household is needed they are prepared to pretend the staff of the target house to lay them low for a few days, apparently with a mild illness. A suitably qualified assassin can then be hired to replace them. And, naturally, there are several assassins in the crowd if footmen and so forth are hired en masse for a party.

One of the Guild's most strict rules is that the servant cover must not be used for theft or assassination (although reconnaissance for them is the main point of the cover) as a safeguard the agency's reputation.

Dressmakers, hairdressers, and so forth are not good covers for assassins, since they must be constantly available for evening or normal working hours (and must work hard to have enough business to look as if you're making a living at it). It's a 'sheeper' cover, not be heaped on for many years. However, they are often in the pay of the Guild and have a good knowledge of the goings-on of the upper classes gleaned from the gossip of their clients.

Assassin Psychology

Assassins are, generally speaking, callous people who put their actions will hurt people - families of victims, the people on whom they are spying, and so on. This is the reason that they are Neutral or Evil in alignment. Their own view of themselves is that they are a group of highly skilled professionals (which, of course, they are), able to perform any kind of work. Being part of this great brotherhood is a matter of great pride (but not boasting, as nothing will get you thrown out of the Guild). With a thin mouth and thus they have a great deal of Guild spirit. A Guildless assassin is a poor shadow of his former self, much as an elderly warrior masses the cameraclere of the barracks after he has returned to his dream cottage. On the other hand, an assassin in the Guild has more support from his home Guild (in this case, home town) and 'Guild' means where he takes his orders and is not necessarily his original home) than any other class, which is why they cheerfully pay far higher Guild fees than anyone else. A thenth of all an assassin's legal earnings (the normal amount for Guild fees in any town) are handed over to the Guild. Illegal earnings are taxed at the much stiffer rate of 40% at first level, decreasing by 5% per level to a minimum of 5% at 8th level and beyond. For comparison, most thieves' guilds demand a flat rate on all income for all levels, usually 10-15%, but occasionally as high as 20% but this means that the Assassins' Guild has no need to charge extra for training, so assassins are trained free in their local Guildhouses. If they train at another House, the cost is deducted from what they owe in tribute to their home House.

The current rules on the Guild reaction to a change of leadership are too extreme, and designed for the early American-style 'underdog' campaigns, and the rules are based on tiny moral codes. A change of local Guildmaster will result in 3% of the Guild's members leaving town due to disagreements with the new Boss. A prime Assassins (13th level) who doesn't want a change of Guildmaster (after all, they've been friends and workmates for years) should be more common in modern campaigns than the thugs envisioned in the rule books. When a character reaches 14th level (assuming that his current Guildmaster is 14th), he will feel that there is little more he can achieve in his present location, and move to another town which lacks a ranking Guildmaster. Fifteen per cent of the members of his home Guild will follow him, if he offers the traditional incentive of $500 plus $5 per level to each assassin coming with him. Within six months of his arrival, 10% of his new Guild will move to other Guilds (none of the people who came with him will move out, except in unusual circumstances) because they don't like the way the new Boss is running the Guild. Traditionally, the previous leader of the Guild is first to go, gaining a level in the process.

The Grandfather of Assassins is a revered senior Guildmaster, and he is the post which is held for life (assassinations by ambitious Guildmasters are not unknown, if they think they can win enough support to gain the post). Only Guildmasters are entitled to vote for the new Grandfather, in touch the same way as Cardinals vote for the Pope. On election it is a Guild tradition that the new Grandfather gives a goodwill bonus from his personal pocket to all members of his Guild. Each person gets $50 plus $2 per level, which costs the new Grandfather around $30,000. There is a 5% chance per year of a new Grandfather taking office (if so, there is a 5% chance he'll be dead within six months).

In keeping with their professional reputations, assassins have a horror of sloppy work and are meticulous in the planning of their operations. They try very hard to cover every possibility in their plans, for their trade attention to detail keeps them alive.

And therein lies the difference. The black-clad thugs we met at an alleyway at the start of this article may be an assassin in the dictionary sense, but he is no Assassin!
It all started one season late in the Fourth Age when the Darklor Reavers were headed for the Blood Bowl trophy. A dark elf team that prided itself on being the best in their league. They scored high in the first round but then the second round they fell short of expectations with the first two teams. In the final round, they were tied with the dark elf team. The Darklor Reavers were in a tie for the division title, with their final game against the Reefers. The game was played in the swamps of the Bloodlands, a place known for its unforgiving conditions.

The Darklor Reavers were determined to win the championship. They had prepared for months, studying their opponents and working on their strategies. The Reefers were a strong team, but the Darklor Reavers were confident in their abilities.

The game was intense and...
The Challenge
A Judge may challenge a player to 'Stop in the name of the Law'! If a player moves within three squares of the Judge, he may challenge them to stop. A tackle roll is made, but taking Cool as its characteristic. If it is successful the Judge's opponent must stop if it fails he may continue moving. Only one Judge may make such a challenge in each movement or reserve movement phase (not both in one turn), and it only works on one player at a time.

Psi-Judges
Jude's may not have Star Player Points, but they may have one Psi-Judge. Psi-Judges, like Judge Robertson from our story, have the additional ability to attack an opponent mentally. To reflect this in gameplay terms, if the Judge is adjacent to an opponent and neither attacks or tackles them, and after any attack or tackle back, they can attempt a Psychic Attack, which is handled like a tackle, but cross-referencing Cool (CL) against Cool (if an opposing player has a Cool of greater than 10 count it as 10). If the attack is successful roll one die on the table:

1. No effect
2-4. Stunned
5. KO'd
6. Mind Wiped (treat as a Fractured Skull)

Only one opponent can be attacked mentally in a particular tackle phase. After every Psychic Attack, roll a die. On a 6 the Judge is exhausted and must be substituted. They can return after the next Touchdown. This is a very potent power in the right hands, so you should give the opposing team an extra Star Player Point. Psi-Judges may make challenges.

Typical Team
A typical Judge team is the Patrolling Perpsbathers, which features some of the top players in the Blood Bowl, including Judge Riggins, Judge Payton and Judge Fridge (transferred from the Orange Bay Obesities fatty team last season). Managed by their non-nononsense stoney-faced coach, Judge Gt, the Perpsbathers are a tough team of lawmen, though more noted for arresting referees for bad decisions than for scoring touchdowns.

FATTIES
The Fatties are truly awesome. Imagine trying to stop a runaway truck with legs! These are the stats for Fatties:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MA</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>TH</th>
<th>WD</th>
<th>AT</th>
<th>CL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several unusual things about Fatties. Unlike other players In Blood Bowl, Fatties have a facing which is important in the following special rules. A Fatty must always be facing a certain direction when they are standing. Fatties are assumed to be facing the square directly in front of their counter (if it is not obvious which way a Fatty is facing the opposing coach may decide). Fatties may never face diagonally (see the diagram below). They also never get Star Player Points.

FACING DIAGRAM 1
The shaded squares show the Fatty's Death Zone, and where he may move, attack or tackle. A Fatty may never face diagonally as shown on the right.

FACING DIAGRAM 2

Movement
When a Fatty moves either directly forward, or on to one of the two diagonals ahead of them they have a move of 3, and their facing remains the same (in other words the Fatty counter in the new square, facing in the same direction as it was originally). They may change their facing so that they are facing a new direction as long as they do not move during the phase. If a Fatty is used as a defensive player only their forward movement rate is adjusted (from 3 to 2).

Tackles and Attacks
Fatties can only tackle or attack the three squares directly and diagonally in front of them - see the diagram. If they themselves are attacked or tackled from any other square the Fatty cannot retaliate. A prone Fatty may never attack or tackle. When a prone Fatty stands up he may be faced in any direction the coach wishes.

Roll Over
If a Fatty attacks a prone player they can perform a Roll Over attack. To do this they attack in such a way as to exploit their fantastic bulk. Resolve the attack in the normal way, but if a hit is scored roll TWICE on the wound table. The fatty has just had on his opponent - splat!

Push Back
Instead of tackling an opponent, a Fatty may elect to try to push them back. Roll on the tackle table as normal. If the tackle is successful the Fatty has succeeded in pushing his opponent back one square and in knocking them over (ie, making them prone). The opposing player must move directly back along the line of push (ie, diagonally if the push was diagonal). If the appropriate square is full the player in that square gets pushed back too, and so on, but only the player who was tackled is knocked over. Players pushed off the field must wait a turn and then come on at the nearest free square to where they exited. After the push the Fatty can move into square vacated by the pushed player, as long as they haven't been tackled or attacked by another player. Fatties can only perform a Push Back in their own Tackle phase.

Typical Team
The Orange Bay Obesities are possibly the greatest team ever to play in the league, and indeed cells for their benching have already been received from various hefting and anoting teams. Their voluminous star player, Bouncing Billy Munce, holds the record for the largest number of spectators and players squashed in a season, a record he celebrated with single-mindedly eating the team's tour-caravan.

Assemble your Judge and Fatty players by photocopying, colouring and gluing the ones presented here, use the card characters given with the Judge Dredd RPG or Judgement Day, or use miniatures from Citadel's extensive Judge Dredd range.
Snotling Pump Wagon War Machine

"Good stuff," it said. "Ere! It tipped out its own neck, and a shower of small, brightly-coloured munitions cascaded onto the floor. Grim popped one in his mouth, and a smile slowly across his face.

"Ere, Grim," the Snotling broke into his voice. "Wasszat?"

"My latest invention," said Grim, waving over to the wooden, cart-like object he had been working on. "A combination of a pump-operated hoseless truck and a grapple-cutter machine, adapted for use on the battlefield!" Seeing the look of blank incomprehension on the Snotling's face, he repeated his explanation, using a mixture of panicsque and very short words.

"Thud," he said indicating the rocker-pump on top of the cart. "Up down!" He began to work the pump, and the machine moved forward a little way, the spiked roller on the front spinning rapidly.

"Killis bozo!" he exclaimed, missing being run down and swept under the roller. "Aargh, splat! The Snotling's eyes were wide with awe.

"Aargh, splat," it said, in hushed tones. "Coorrr!!!"

Later that night, Grim was awakened from a peaceful sleep by a tremendous splintering crash from the direction of his workshop. He reached the window just in time to see the silhouette of his invention disappearing over the hill. Two Snotlings were working the pump mechanism furiously, and several more were hanging off the sides.

Grim's Reaper was stolen from its creator, the Dwarven Engineer Grim Warspanner, by a group of Snotlings, who blazed a trail of destruction across a wide tract of forest before they encountered the Orcs of the Splintered Bone tribe. After some not entirely bloodless negotiations, the machine and its Snotling crew were pressed into service as allies, and the machine saw action in several battles, disrupting enemy lines as the Orcs closed for combat.

**M** | **WS** | **BS** | **S** | **T** | **W**
---|---|---|---|---|---
* | 0 | 0 | 6 | 6 | 6

1 A Ld Int Cl WP
0 1 As crew

The machine requires a minimum crew of 6. Starting from rest, its M moves by 1 point per turn to a maximum of 6, the machine always moves its full movement allowance. Deceleration causes M to drop by 1 point per turn, and turn it (which requires a total of 10 S). Any figure struck by the spiked roller as the machine ploughs across the battlefield takes 1 automatic S 6 hit as it runs them down.

**Points Value:** 120 (including crew)

Crew - 6 or 10 Snotlings

**M** | **WS** | **BS** | **S** | **T** | **W**
---|---|---|---|---|---
4 1 2 1 1 1

1 A Ld Int Cl WP
0 1 1 1 1

3 1 4 4 4 4

---

**THE COMPLETE SNOTLING PUMP WAGON £5.00**

**BASIC WAGON PLUS EXPANSION PLUS 2 CREW PLUS 10 RANDOMLY ASSORTED RIDERS**

**EXPANSION**

SET £1.95

**BASIC WAGON £2.50**

**INCLUDES 4 RANDOMLY ASSORTED SNOTLING RIDERS AND 2 CREW**

**SNOTLING CREW SUPPLIED RANDOMLY ASSORTED**
The talented 17 year old from London claims that he is not a weirdo artist, just look at his nine shot and judge for yourself. Of course, it could be a diet of '50s and '60s horror movies or a love of illustrations by Virgil Finlay and Harry Clarke that has made him like that. It could be.

But as long as he keeps producing his wonderful illustrations, with their strong use of light and heavy shadows... Does that matter?
Martin's work on fanzines such as Die Rabenzeit and Doan drew our attention to him, in particular his work with Bryan Lumley on Return to Arkham. Commissioned to produce some illustrations for Warlock and White Dwarf, Martin impressed us with his attention to detail and the textural quality of his drawings.

Working with pencil and pen on the same picture, Martin creates an evocative mood of gothic horror. He was a natural choice to illustrate Green & Pleasant Land, the Call of

John Blanche
White Dwarf has been known to get the occasional nice letter. Occasionally, like once in a blue moon, not very often, hardly at all. OK, we don't get any nice letters. Nobody loves us. Boo...

But that's not important. This is:

Greg Costikyan, West End Games Inc
To my disappointment, The Price of Freedom has not engendered the degree of inflammatory controversy for which I had hoped. Nothing makes more entertaining reading than venomously-fanged commentary, yet even the protest letters White Dwarf has published have been calm, collected and intelligent.

The most vituperative statement on the game I have seen appeared in an editorial reply to a letter in issue 87 of your magazine. Though I would otherwise have been delighted with its tone (no publicity is bad publicity, after all), it makes a claim that I'm afraid I cannot let stand unanswered.

To wit, it states that 'the designer of the game has admitted that he wrote the game purely and simply to make money, to prey on the gullibility of right-thinking American gamers... This is, in fact, a misinterpretation of a statement taken out of context'

First, let it be noted that I am a professional. Professionals do things for money. Certainly I designed The Price of Freedom for money. Since I have bills to pay, to do otherwise would be quite foolish. The fact that I can make a living as a game designer is a matter of some pride to me, as few can do so. I recognise that, in Britain, commercial motives are viewed with a disdain to which they are not subject in America; I, at least, do not consider them dishonourable.

As for 'praying on the gullibility of right-thinking Americans' - as a 'right-thinking American' myself, I have no particular desire to 'prey on the gullibility' of others. I believe The Price of Freedom has a lot to recommend it as a roleplaying experience. It poses dramatic ethical dilemmas - an occupied nation, the price of freedom can be very steep. It provides sophisticated support for genuine characterisation - POE characters are true individuals, not killing machines. It incorporates a wealth of modern weapons data. I think few purchasers, right- or left-thinking, will feel gullied by The Price of Freedom's contents. It provides value for money and the opportunity for considerable drama, what more can one expect from a roleplaying game?

Your editor also notes that 'I personally feel it is a fantasy game, but a very unpleasant one'. That comment I have no quarrel with; it's a free world, after all, or at least, those bits on this side of the Iron Curtain are. Every one is entitled to has own opinion.

No arguments from me, and apologies for the tone that was taken in the editorial comment. Fact is, Greg is one of the best designers in the biz. Some of the rest of us wouldn't mind if we could earn our livings by playing, erm, designing games all the time...

And then:

Your recent comments about Real Life Roleplaying put me in a very awkward position. Labyrinth's adverts in White Dwarf gained us two thousand additional members in as many hours. Yet on the other hand because you treat real life roleplaying in such a derogatory manner it is necessary to make a complaint.

White Dwarf does not understand real life roleplaying and deep down you are afraid that it could be enjoyable and even better than moving pieces of lead across a cardboard surface.

I hereby challenge you to send a White Dwarf team to a Labyrinth adventure, with my compliments. If I do not hear anything from you within one month I shall assume you wish to remain in ignorance and will inform my four thousand plus membership of your refusal.

Oooh! First a challenge, then a threat.

But when I checked around the office, I was quite staggered to find that some of the normal-looking Games Workshop types (and a few of the others) were closet loonies and quite proud of it. A frothing of gibbering psychopaths may very well be dispatched. To reiterate my views on the subject, LRP has the same relationship to roleplaying as re-enactment societies (The Sealed Knot etc) have to tabletop wargaming. To compare the two, or imagine a direct connection, is a real chalk-and-cheese exercise. But if you think it's fun, I'm not going to stop you hitting each other with rubber swords. OK? That's what I thought it was all about anyway. Fun, I mean.

Another swift sidestep to

Sheelea, Norwalk, California. Like, oh my Gosh! 86-1! Sounds like good odds to me. I am, of course, referring to the Readers' Poll in which the boys outnumber us feminine type people 86-1! We can handle it! I'd just like to know how many of the 61 females involved in the Readers Poll believe they are involved in RPGs because of one of the 5259 guys? I for one shyly raise my hand. And out of the 29 roleplayers I have personally adventured with four of them are female (including myself) And for all you gurls who don't play RPGs and have boyfriends who do, get with it! With the odds at 86-1 you're sure to be the centre of attention. A lot of things can happen in six hours of game time.

Sheelea also sent us $1206 wacky wacky dollars (see above, reproduced at original size) Hmmm I don't understand.

This Letters Page is developing a transatlantic bent. Dave Morris' opinions in White Dwarf 86 stirred yet another American reader to put pen to paper.

Blaise Borchers, Westerville, Ohio: I've just finished reading the letters page of my January White Dwarf. As a consumer, I am concerned by the opinions stated by Mr D Morris and Mr Harry Robertson.

I too, have opinions about the content of White Dwarf, Games Workshop publications and the style of Citadel Miniatures. I quite like them. If Mr Morris has the opposite opinion, I'm sorry, I do not believe his argument is helped by the use of perspectival, insulting labels on material which I (and I hope others) enjoy.

I treat Games Workshop as a producer of goods which I want - games, scenarios, beautiful open (open) born and thes (opinion!) figures. One of the primary reasons for my interest in Games Workshop's goods is their variety and speedy availability. I am a consumer I was rather hoping for commercialism, and am willing to pay for it.

Right, enough transatlantic bent, and back to domestic matters.

Pete Tamlyn, Aylesbury. I would like make use of your letter column to issue a public apology to West Ham United Football Club and its supporters for the gross slur on the good name of the club in Green & Pleasant Land 1 gather that the comment in question was
LETTERS

inserted into the text by one of the lesser goblins at the Design Studio who wished to irritate Games Workshop’s resident EastEnder, Paul Cockburn. Unfortunately, this addition to the text was not spotted in time to remove it before publication. I trust that the goblin in question has been fed in the Mail Order Trolls...

I’d like to apologise to West Ham supporters as well.

It must be awful for them.

Allan Miles’ article More Than Skin Deep (WD85) continues to generate quite a response.

Neil Prideaux, Hifracombe, Devon: Both Mr Miles and Nigel Cole (WD86) have got it wrong. To corropate half-elves with bugdengars is daft. The only difference between bugdengars tends to be their colour and size (although I may be wrong) and Nigel’s table works only for these minor differences.

The differences between elves and humans are far more dramatic. Their external characteristics would still permit cross-breeding, but their half-offspring would be inferior hybrids.

Nigel Cole, Perth: Concerning your somewhat simplistic view on ‘simple heedydys’ the application of basic Mendelian genetics for a single allele controlled phenotype to a half-elf x half-elf cross is entirely misplaced and inappropriate. The inheritance of basic racial characters is controlled through multiple point loci, and although different human races have been shown to vary in only a small percent of the three billion base pairs on the genome, where characteristics are as diverse as infirmity and basic frame alterations one could hardly expect a specific ‘all or nothing’ segregation in the first filial generation.

Incidentally, the article is the first for a long time that has inspired me to take any views on your proposed ideas. I would say, though, that I disagree completely with this idea of game balance. Players should pick races because they want to roleplay them, not because they have a better survivability. This sort of article inspires bad roleplaying and encourages GMs to attempt to interpret the labyrinthine system that is D&D and play it ‘fairly’. Life, and this is a direct interpretation thereof, is not fair!

Jamie Revell, Hull: Much as I hate to disagree with Nigel Cole (WD86), I must point out that he is in error — and for the following reasons.

Whilst the results of an F1 backcross or an F2 generation involving the breeding of two incompletely dominant genes of the same allele would indeed produce the results he quotes, it remains that the total morphology of the elf, and indeed its physiological processes (eg the possession of a fourth variant of idosom in the cones of its retina), would indicate a phenotype sufficiently complex as to be easily explicable by a postulation of a polygenic mechanism. To explain this further, I quote the following from Genetics by Monroe W. Strockburger (MacMillan, 1976).

‘Many multiple factors... cannot be individually isolated because their effects are usually too small to be traced. Also, their observed quantitative effects may arise as “side effects” of genes that are concerned with other processes. Because of these and other limitations, it is generally agreed that many of these genes are not identifiable as factors in the original sense. polygenes are defined as genes with a small effect on a particular factor that can supplement each other to produce observable quantitative changes. Some of these quantitative effects can be considered... to produce phenotypes which are the sum total of the negative and positive effects of individual polygenes.’

I hope this clears the matter up.

Seems perfectly clear to me.

Daniel Fugallo, London: Exactly how do you class a ‘minority’ game? What are the ‘mainstream’ games? AD&D, of course, but what about RJ, JD, CoC and the rest, do they qualify? I ask because I’m interested in what point you decide a game is popular enough to feature even once. I am an avid follower of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Other Strangeness. Pasco described the game as a ‘surprise hit’ but, despite this wasn’t it enough of a hit to feature?

The working definition we use for a major game system is pragmatic, and one that you building contributors out there can use for yourselves.

Pick a games shop, any games shop, and look at what’s on the shelves. Any game that’s on several feet of shelf space is a ‘mainstream’ roleplaying game. A ‘minority’ game usually can’t be found at all — or there are two rather aged boxes on a bottom shelf somewhere...

WD covers mainstream games in preference to any others — after all, more people are playing them. Over the course of a year, we will cover some minority systems as well, but we can only print articles on minority games if we get sent them...

Gareth Elms, Manchester: On my Thrud I managed to balance: 4 ogres, 4 Blood Bowl players, a troll, a giant, 2 bards, 2 warlocks, a minotaur, 12 paint brushes.

Oh.

That again.

Look, the rules for miniature blancing should be made clear to one and all. Quality not regarded as the epitome of the noble hobby of balancing miniatures. Claims to have balanced the entire set of Citadel Design Loomies on a Thrud can’t be taken seriously, nor can preposterous claims to have done the same with elements of the German Army, Ford Sierras (unbelievable) or anything else (the family car, for example). The use of blow torches, super glue, bits of chewed gum and the like to hold the edifice together is also frowned upon, as is hammering the miniatures flat before attempting any feats of balancing.

Personally, I’m beginning to have doubts whether anybody has actually balanced anything on anything. But I always did have a suspicious nature.

The subject of comic strips in White Dwarf attracted these pithy comments.

Nell Grant, Ynyswili, Mid Glamorgan: Derek the Troll struck me as a waste of a page. It was a predictable, boring space filler — about the only good joke was the ‘Warlock Magazine RIP’ gag. Thurd was more or less the same. Why don’t you drop the cartoons — after all, WD is a gaming magazine, not a comic.

Paul Wheeler, Benson, Oxon: The new feature you have placed in your magazine of Derek the Troll is not quite what I expect from WD. It is silly and childish. While I don’t wish to slag off the skill of the artist, I do think it has been drawn in a style usually found in the Beano. The fact that the troll’s previous magazine is dead doesn’t mean that WD’s readers have to endure him too...

I much prefer Gobbledygook. He is ignorant, likes battles and is funny (at times).

A Rabid Goox Fan, Liskeard: Cornwall. There I was, chewing meditatively on a well-grilled hobbie with an unread copy of WD87 in front of me. Right, first things first: Gook!

Looking down the list of contents what do I see? No Gobbledygook!!! Instead, something that claims to be Derek the Troll. Bring back Gook (and Nibbl) OR ELSE!

Chris Mathuan, Louth, Lincolnshire: How could even the most grossly Chaos-twisted mind conceive that...

Like I said, pitiful. Actually, it was my grossly Chaos-twisted mind that conceived the idea of moving Derek from Warlock with some little-needed encouragement from Marc Gascoigne. I thought (and still think) that Derek was a worthy addition to White Dwarf. I seem to remember that Gobbledygook was given a reception which was lukewarm at best when it started.

Derek the Troll is very well drawn, funny and — at its best — silly. But what’s wrong with being silly?

Random Comments by Mike Brunton